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PREFACE 

Research in the area of upper semi..,continuous decomposition 

spaces of E2 and E3 has been conducted by many of the weU •. known 

mathematicians of today. Among those who have made s~gnificant con

tributions are Ro L. Moore, R. H. Bing, G. T. Whyburn, L. F. McAuley, 

and J. H. Roberts. Their results have been published in scientific 

journals spanning a period of about 45 years. 

The purpose of this study is to present in one paper the results 

which have been obtained relative to those upper semi-continuous 

decomposition spaces in E2 and E3 which are topologically equivalent 

to Ez and E3 respectively. An effort has been made to unify and 

modernize the notation, definitions and terminology used in the var

ious papers. 

In many places in the text of this paper it was difficult to 

find a notation which would properly distinguish between points in 

the original space and elements in the decomposition. In most cases 

lower case letters were used to denote both, however, care was taken 

to always refer to these by using the words 11 point 11 and "element" 

in conjunction with the symbol. Although the elements in a decomposi

tion are treated as points in the decomposition space, they are 

always referred to by the word 11 element 11 • Notation such as [ 20, po 3] 

refers the reader to page 3 in reference number 20 in the bibliographyo 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPTS 

One of the more useful theorems relative to E2 is one of R. L. 

Moore's which states that. if G is an upper semi-continuous decomposi

tion of E2 such that the elements of Gare bounded continua which 

do not separate E2 , then the decomposition space is t.opologically 

equivalent to E2• The purpose of this paper is to exhibit the work 

of Moore pertaining to this and to discuss what has been done in 

extending this theorem to E3. 

There are examples to indicate that the theorem does not general= 

ize to E3 unless additional restrictions are placed on the elements 

making up the decomposition. For certain restrictions it has been 

proved that the resulting decomposition space is equivalent to E3 • 

For others, the question has not yet been answered. 

Work on this topic began in the 1920's and Moore presented his 

conclusions relative to E2 in 1924. Much of the advancement with 

. respect to E3 has taken place in the late 1950's and early 1960rs. 

Some of the people associated with this work are R.H. Bing, L. F. 

McAuley, E. Dyer, M.-E. Hamstrom, M. K. Fort, and G. +• Whyburn. 

This is certainly only a partial listing for many people have pub= 

lished papers related either directly or indirectly to this topic. 
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Basic Concepts and AssumP,tions 

In this paper there are certain basic concepts which will be 

assumed to be true for both E2 and E3. Some of these will be given 

here and others will be introduced in later sections when they are 

needed. 

First of all, a list of the axioms which are assumed for E2 

are: 

Axiom 1: There exists a sequence M1 , M2 , •o•, such that (a) 

for every n, Mn is a collection covering E2 such that each element 

of Mn is a region, (b) for every n, Mn+l is a subcollection of Mn 

and (c) if Risa region, x and y are points of R, then there exists 

a na.tural number m such that if A is any region belonging to M and 
m 

containing x then Ac Rand, unless x=y, A does not contain y. 

Axiom 2: Every region is a connected set of points. 

Axiom 3: If Risa region, E2 - Risa connected set of points. 

Axiom 4: If Risa region, i satisfies the Borel-Lebesgue 

property. 

Axiom 5: There exists an infinite set of points with no limit 

point. 

Axiom 6: If Risa region and ab is an arc such that ab - [a} 

is a subset of R then (RU [a}) - ab is connected. 

Axiom 7: Every boundary point of a region is a limit point of 
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.the exterior of that region. 

Axiom 8: Every simple closed curve is the boundary of at least 

one region. 

It will be shown that an upp-e,r semi-continuous decomposition of 

E2 whose elements are bounded continua in E2 which do not separate 

E2 will yield a decomposition space which also satisfied these 

axioms. Moore [12] has proved that any space satisfying these axioms 

is topologically equivalent to E2• 

All of the work in this paper is in_a metric space and two con

.cepts which will be useful here are those of lower distance and 

upper distance between sets. 

Definition: Let x and g be two sets and let P denote any point 

of x. Let d (P,Q) denote the distance between two points, P and Q. 

Let .t(P,g) = glb[d{P,Q)IQ E g}. Then the lower distance from the 

set x to the set g is denoted by .t(x,g) where t(x,g) = glb(.t(P,g)j 

PE x]. The upper distance, u(xrg), is defined to be equal to 

lub(.t(P,g)jP Ex}. 

There are several definitions of an upper semi=continuous 

collection. Two of them are stated here. 

Definition A: [16, p. 416] A collection G is said to be upper 

semi.,.corttinuous if for each element g E G and for every e > 0 there 

exists a 6> 0 such that if x E G. and .t(x,g) < 6 then u(x,g) < e. 
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Definition B: [22, p. 122] A collection of sets G is said to 

be upper semi-continuous provided that if g E G and U. is. any nei~hbor-

hood of g then there exists a neighborhood V of g such that if h E G 

and h n v f 0 then h c:: u. 

The second of these, Definition B, is the more common of .the 

two, however, Definition.A seems to be the most·convenient for this 

paper. Before. adopting Definition A it would be advisable to show 

that the two definitions are act1,1ally equivalertt. This is done in 

the f.ollowing theorem. 

Theorem l: Let G be a collection of sets. Then for each ele-

ment g E G and for every e > 0 there ex·ists a 5 > 0 such that if x E G 

artd .t(x,g}<o then u(x,g) < e if and only if when U is any neighborhood 

of g there exists a neighborhood V of g such that if h E G and 

h n v f 0 then he u. 

Proof: Let G be a collection such that for every g· E G and 

every e > 0 there.e:dsts a 6 > 0 such that if x E G and .t(x,g) < o 

then u(x,g) < .e. Then for every e > 0 letU be a neighborhood of e 

g· such .that every point of U6 is at a distance less than· e from g. 

lf U .is.any neighborhood ot g there exists an e > 0 such that U6 .c U. 

Then there exists a o > 0 such that if x E G and ..e(x;g) < o then 

u(x,g) < e. Let y0 be .t neighborhood of g for which every point is 

at a distance less than 6 from g. If x E G and x n V0 f 0 then 

.e,(x,g) < 6 and therefore u(x,g) < e. But if u(x,g) < e ·then x c U6 

and therefore x c U. 
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Conversely, let G be a collection of sets, g E G, such that 

when U is any neighborhood of g there exists a neighborhood V of g 

such that if h E G and h n V f 0 then h cu. Then for every e > 0 

let Ue be a neighborhood. of G such that for every p.oint p of U the 

~htance from p to some point of g is less thane. Then there exists 

• a neighborhood V of g such that if h E G. and h n V f 0 then h c U e. 

Choose 6 such that O < 8 < e• Then v8 is a neighborhood of g such 

that; every point of v6 is at a distance less than O from some point 

of g. But v8 n Vis a neighhorhood of g and· (V0 n V) c U. If 

h E G anq h n (V0 n V), f 0 then .t(h,g) < 5, but also h c U13 and 

therefore u(h,g) < e. 

Thus Definitions A.and B.are equivalent and may be used inter

changeably. 

Procedure 

5 

A. survey of the published results concerning upper semi-continuous 

decompositions of E2 and E3 was made. The p,rincipal sources were 

research articles published in mathematical and scientific journals. 

The material was analyzed and is p·resented here in expository form. 

In Chapter II of this paper the results of Moore pertaining to 

E2 will be exhibited in detail. Using a general upper semi~continuous 

decomposition of E2, a space will be formed and it will be shown that 

this space satisfies the eight axioms which were stated previouslyo 

Chapter III will consist of examples of upper semi~continuous decom~ 

· positions of E2• Particular emphasis will be given, to an example 

by .J. H. Roberts of a decomposition of E2 into nondegenerate continua, 



no one of which separat~s the plane. 

Many people have made attempts toward extending the theorem 

of Moore's to E3 • In Chapter IV the results of their efforts will 

be discussed along with some. examp'.le·s and counterexamp'lie·s related 

to this work. In addition, some problems which are as yet unsolved 

will be mentioned. Perhaps someone reading this paper will be able 

to find the solution to some of these. 
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CHAPTER II 

R. L. MOORE'S. THEOREM 

The study of decomposition spaces was begun in the 1920's• 

The first important result was the following theorem published by 

R •. L. Moore [16] in 1925. 

Theorem: If G is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of 

E2 into continua which do not separate the plane, then the decom

position space of elements of G is topologically equivalent to E2 o 

In his proof of this theorem, Moore [12] used a previous result 

which showed that a space satisfying Axioms 1-8 was topologically 

equivalent to E2• If G is any upper semi-continuous collection 

satisfying the hypothesis of this theorem, then following Moore 1 s 

method of proof, it will be shown that if each continuum of G is con

sidered as a point, and if a suitable definition of region is chosen, 

.then all the axioms previously stated for E2 will hold when the space 

is the collection G. The space of elements of G will be topologi

cally equivalent to the space of points in E2• A detailed develop

ment of. Moore's work will be given in this ch~pter. 

Suppose that some definite upper semi-continuous collection G 

of bounded continua of E2 has been selected in such a way that no 

element of G separates E2 and such that every point of E2 belongs 
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to some element of G. The letter G will be used throughout this 

chapter to refer to this particular upper semi-continuous collection. 

The following definitions will be used in connection with the 

collection G. 

Definition 1: If K is some subcollection of the collection 

G and if pis an element of G, then pis said to be a limit element 

of the set K provided that for every real number e > 0 there exists 

some element g of K, g :fa p, such that u(g,p) < e. 

Definition 2: If Kc G then K = Ki U K2 provided every element 

of K belongs to either K1 or K2 and every element of eitherK1 or K2 

also belongs to K. 

Definition 3: If Ac G and B c G, then A and B.are said to 

be mutually exclusive provided no element of G belongs to both A 

and B. In addition, if A and B are mutually exclusive and neither 

contains a limit element of the other then A and Bare said to be 

mutually separated. 

Definition 4: If Ac G then A is said to be connected in G 

if it cannot be writ~en as the union of two. mutually separated sets. 

Definition 5: A subset A. of G is closed in G provided it con

tains all of its limit elements, 

Definition 6: A continuum of elements of G is any set which 

is both closed and connected in G. 
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Definition 7: A set K of elements of G is said to be bounded 

in G provided the set K'i( is bounded in E2. The notation K'I'( is used 

to denote the set of points obtained by taking the union of the points 

of all the elements of K. 

Definition 8: A-closed, connected and bounded subset Hof G 

is a simple closed cux-ve in G provided His disconnected by the 

omission of any two of i.ts element.s. 

Definition 9: If h1 and h2 .· are elements of a bounded continuum 

Hin G, then His said to be an.arc in G from h1 to h2 provided H 

is disconnected by the omi.ssion of any element other than h1 anc:i h2• 

The elements h1 and h2 are called endmelements. 

Definition 10: A domain D of elements of G is a connected sub

set of G such that for every element d ED there exists a real num

ber 6 > 0 such that if g E G and u(g,x) < 6 then g ED. 

Definition 11: An element g of G belongs to the boundary of 

a set Hof elements of G if and only if x either belongs to Hand 

is a limit elem.ent of G - H or x belongs to G ~ H and is a limit 

element of H. 

Definition 12: · A domain D of elements of G is a complementary 

domain of a closed set H in G provided (D - D) c H. 

Definition 13: If Dis a bounded domain then the outer boun

·dary of Dis the boundary of the unbounded complementary domain of 

the boundary of D. 
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Lemma: · If H is a finite subcollection of elements of G then H 

has no limit element. 

Proof: Let H = (gl' g2' ••• , gk} and suppose that li has a limit 

element .8• · We would like to show that this leads to a contradiction. 

Let en represent the upper· distance of 8n from g for every n. = 1, 2, 

••• , k, such that 8n,'F g. Cho.ose e = \(min(e 1 / i = 1, 2, ••• , k, 
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s1 1= gJ). Then e > 0 and therefore by the definition of a limit 

element the·re must exist an element g of H, distinct from g, for which 
0 

u(g0 ,g) < .e. But no such element exists since e was chosen to be 

less than u(g1 ,g) fo-r every i = l, 2, ••• , k. Therefore, the original 

supp.osition must be false and the set H has no limit element. 

Theo.rem l: If K is a set of points. and H is the set of all 

elements g·E G such that g contains at least one point of K, then 

His closec;I in G if K is closed·.and His connected in G if K is con-

nected. 

Proof: If H ·is a finite collection, then, by the lemma~ H is 

closed. Therefore suppose His an infinite set. Then assuming K 

is closed, let us show tl:iat H is also closed. Let p be a limit: ele-

ment of H. Then for eve·ry integer n there exists an element hn of 

H such t):lat u(hn,p) < 1/n, and if i 1= j, hi =/=, hj. Thus for every point 

xri E hn, .t(xn,p) < 1/n. For every n, hn contains a point kn belonging 

to K. Thus for every n there exists a point Yn E p such that the 

distance from kn to Yn is less than 1/n. Since p E G, pis a bounded 

continuum and therefore the sequence y1 , y2 , ••• has a sequential 

limit pointy E P• Then y is a limit point of the sequence 



k1, k2, ~••, and, since K is closed, y EK. Therefore p EH since 

p contains a point of K, and His closed. 

If K is connected, let us show that the supposit,ion H is not 

connected in G leads to a contradiction. If His not connected'in 

G. then H can be written.as the union of mutually separated sets H1 
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. and H2 in G. Let K1 = Kr, H1 * and K2 = K n H/. Since K is connected, 

either Ki contains a limit point of K2 or vice versa. Without loss 

o-f generality suppose there. exists. a point k. E K1 such that k is a 

limit. point of Kz. Let p E Hi' such that k E P• Since G is an upper 

semi;..continuous collection, if e > 0 there exists a 0 > 0 such that 

whenever there exists an element p-6 for which .t(p·0 ·,p) < ~ ·then 

u(p 0 ,p) < e. But, since k is a limit J)'Oint of KZ, .there exists a 

po:int k6 E Kz such that the distance· from k0 .to k is less than, 0. 

Let h0 be an element of Hz which contains k. Then .t(h5 ,p) < 8 and 

this implies that u(h0 ,p) < e, and, since this is true for every 

e > 0, p is a limit. element of Hz. But this cont:radicts .the as sump= 

· tion· that H1 and Hz were mutually se·parated sets since p E lh and 

.therefore it must. be false that H can be written. as the union of 

mutually separated sets. Thus H is connected in G. 

Lemma: If K is a continuum in G then K* is a continuum in E2 • 

Proof: Let p be a limit point of K*. Then eve·ry region in E2 

containing p contains infinitely many p·oints of K*. .Consider the 

collection of open. disks with cente·r a-t p and radii 1/n, ~ = 1, Z, 

• • • • Then for every integer n > 0 there exists a. point· Pn belonging 

to the open. disk with radius 1/n such that Pn' E K*. and Pn f p. Then 



the distance from Pn top is less than 1/n. Let k E G such that 

P E k and suppose that k1 , k2 ' .••• are elements of K such that 

Pi E k. for every i = 1, 2, • § •• Then for every n, ..e(k ,k) < 1/n . l. n 

and, since G is an. upper semi-continuous collection, this implies 

that for every e > 0 there exists a k. such that u(ki,k) < e. 
. l. 

Therefore k E K and p E K1(. Thus K* is closed. 

Suppose, however, that K* is not connected. Then Ki( = A U B 

where A.and Bare mutually separated closed sets, closed becaµse K* 

is cl0sed. Let K1 and K2 be subcollections of elements of K w,hich 

contain points of A ~nd B respectively. If K1 n K2 f 0 then there 

exists a k EK such that kn A f 0 and kn B.f 0· Therefore 

k = (k n A) U (k nB). But since A. and B are mutually separated sets, 

so also are (kn A) and (kn B). This contradicts the fact that k 

12 

is a continuum in E2 and ,therefore it must be true that K1 n K2' = 0. 

Then because K is connected, there exists a k E K1 such that k is a 

limit element of K2 or vice versa. Without loss of generality suppose 

k E K1 and k is a limit element of K2• Then for every n > 0 there 

exi.sts kn E K2 such that u(kn,k) < 1/n. Then for each n there is 

.. an xn E Kn such that the distance from Xn to some point Yn E k is 

less than 1/n. Since k is a bounded continuum the sequence y 1, y2, 

has a limit point in k which is also a limit point of the sequence ••• 

· xl' x2, , • • • This implies that k contains a limit point of B and 

therefore A contains a limit point of B. But this contradicts the 

assumption that A and B were mutually separated. Therefore K'l'( is 

connected. 



Theorem 2: If Dis a bounded complementary doJ11ain of a bqunded 

continuum of elements of G, and K is the outer boundary of D, and 

pis an element of K, then K is a continuum of elements of G and 

K • (p} is connected. 

Proof: Let E denote the unbounded complementary d.omain of the 

boundary of D and let B denote t.he boundary of E;'(. According to .the 

definition of outer boundary, since K is the outer boundary of D, 

K is the boundary of E. In order to make use of Theorem 1, let us 

show that every point of B belongs to some element of Kand every 

·element of K contains a point of B. 

Let k EK. Then k is a boundary element of E and therefore 

either l<, .. E E and is a limit element of G - E or k. E G ~ E and is. a 

limit element of E. If the former is true then for every n > 0 

there exists Sn E G - E such that u(g ,k) < 1/n. But then for each .n 
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Sn there exists. a point xn E gn such that .e(:xn,k) < 1/n. This implies 

that for every n there exists a point Yn Ek such that the distance 

fromxn to Yn is less than 1/n, Since k is a bounded continuum 

be long.ing .. to G, the sequence y l' y 2 , ••• , has a limit point y E k 

which is also a limit point of the sequenc~ x1, x2 , ··~· Then y EE* 

because y E k and k E E. Therefore, y is a boundary point of E'l'e. 

By a similar method, if k E G - E then k contains a point y E E'l', 

which is a limit element of E;'>". Thus every element of K contains 

a point of B. 

Let b E B. Since B is the boundary of E*, either b E E'l'e and 

is a limit point of (G - E),\- or b E (G - E)ie and is a limit point 

of E*. If b EE*, then for every n > 0 there exists a point 



xn E (G - E)* such that the distance from xn to b is less than, 1/n 

and such that xi I xj if i I J, .Let e EE such that ~Ee, If 

e1, e2, ••• represent the elements of G - E which contain x1, x2 , ••• 

respectively, .then .t(ei,e) < 1/i for every i = 1, 2, .... · Since G 

is an upper semi..continuous collection this implies that for every 

· e > 0 there exists a 0 > 0 such that whenever .t(ei ,e) < 0 then 

u(ei,e) < e and thus e is a limit element of G - E. Therefore 

e E K.and b E e. S.imilarly, if b. E (G - E)* then there exiSts an 

e E K such that b E e. and therefore every point· of B belongs to an 

element of K. 

Now, it }:i.as been shown that every element of K contains.a point 

of B ·and every p.oint of B is conta.ined in some element of K, and B 

·. is closed. A corolla-ry of the Phragmen-Brouwer Theorem [22, p, 106] 

states t~at if a compact s·et is the common boundary of two domains 

then it is a continuum, The set B sa-t'isfies these hypotheses and 

hence Bis a continuuJn, Thus Theorem 1 implies that K -is both closed 

and connected, Therefore K is a continuum of elements of G. 
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In order to show that for any element p EK, K - (p} is connected, 

suppose on the contrary that K -·(p} can be written as the union of 

mutually sepal;'ated sets M. and. N •. Then MU (p} and NU (p} are closed 

and cannected and their only common element is P• Let x ED and 

y EE, and suppose that d Ex and e E y, According to the preceding 

lemma, the sets (M U (p} )* and (N U ( p} )* are continua in E2 a.nd 

their intersection,is the continuum p. Then their union is a contin-

uum in E2 which separates the point d from the point e. Thus, either 

(M U [ p-} )* or (N U [ p} )* separates d from e, for suppose this is not 



tru,e. Then neither (MU {p})* nor (NU (p})* separates d from e. 

· But in. a 2.;.sphere, s2 , if two points are n:ot separated by ei.ther of 

two closed sets whose intersection is connected, then they are not 

separated by the union of the two sets [ 25, p. 65]. Since E2 ,is 

2 2 
homeomorphic .to S - {x} where xis any point of S ,. and because 

(MU [p})*. and (NU {p})*. are compact sets in E2' for this. case, the 

:theorem would also hold in E:2 • But this yields. a contradic·tion 

since K separates the points. d and e in E2• Therefore, one of 

(M U[p})*.and (NU fp}')* separates d from e. Without loss of 

generality suppose (MU (p})* does thh. ThenM U (p} separates 

x from yin G; .i.e. G - (MU (p}). =WU Z where Wand Z are mutually 

sep·arated sets of elements with x E w. and y E ,z. The set D is a 
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domain co~taining x and, ·Since by the definition a domain is connected, 

D c: .. w. For the same· reason E c: z. Let q E ,N. Then.q is a limit 

element of D and therefore of.W, Thus, since q ~ (M u·(p}), q E w. 

But q. is also a limit element o·f E. ami' therefore. of z. This contra. 

diets the assumption t~at W and Z are mutually sep·arated.. Therefore, 

the ass:umption t.hat K • (p} was not connected· was false and K = (p} 

is connected. 

It is now possible to make a definition of a region of elements 

of .G. .It will be shown that the space G with regions defined in the 

following way will properly satisfy the desired axioms. 

Definition 14: A region of elements of G is a bounded domain 

of elements of G which has a connected boundary. 



The following theorem will be useful in future proofs. It is 

somewhat less gene;ral than a theorem of Moo-re rs [ 15, p 469] in which 

· he shows that if M is a close<! point set in E2 and K is a .bounded 

tp.axii;na.l connected subset of M which doe·s not separate E2 , thep., for 

every e: > 0, there exists a simple closed curve which ·encloses K 

. and contains no point of M and which is such that every poi.nt wi:thin 

it is.at a distance less thane: from some point of K. The more res-

tricted form ~f this theorem will be sufficient for this paper. 

Theorem .3: If K is. a con:tinuum in E2 which does not separate 

E2 the.n, for every e: > 0, there ·exis.ts a simple closed curve which 

encloses K such that for. every point x co,ntained wi.thin· the closed 

curve, the dis.tance from x to some point of K is less. than e:. 

Proof: Let C denote any circle which encloses K, let r qenote 

the radius of c.and let d= .t(C.,K). For every integer n > 0, let 

T be the set of. points x such that x can be joined to C by a s.imple 
·n 

continuous. arc every point of which is at. a dis.tance greater than or 

eq1:1al to d/2n from every point of K and'at a distance lessttan or 

equal tor from the center of C. · Then ·by the way Tn is defined, 

for every n, Tn is a bounded connected p·oint set with Tn c Tn+l • 

Since Tn is a bounded subset of E2 , Tn is compact. Now, consider 
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the· collection of all open disks in E2 with radii d/3.n. Since for 

every n, this collection covers E2 , obviously it covers Tn • But Tn 

being closed.and compact implies that there exists a finite s.ubcollec-

tion, call it Gn, which covers Tn• Let Hn be the circles of radius 

d/3n, each of which is the boundary of a disk:in Gn. Then every 



x E Tn is contained within a circle belonging to Bn with radius equal 

to d/3n, and without loss of generality we may. assume :that every 

element of Gn contains a point of Tn. Let Fri= Rn* U Gn:*• The set 

Fn is closed be.cause it .is the union, of a finite collec.tion of closed 

disks. Supp.ose Fn: is not connected. Then Fn, =XU Z where X and Z 

. are mutually separated sets. But then Tn· = (Tn, n X) U (Tn n Z) and 

since these are mutually separated sets this'implies that Tn is not 

connected. This is a contradiction and therefore the.assumption that 

17 

fn: is not .connected is false. Let Jn denote the boundary of the comple~ 

mentary domain On of Fn which contains K, Then Jn is a simple closed curve 

enclosing K. Then if e > O, there exists an n> 0 such that every 

po.int of Dn is. at a dis.tance less than c from some point of K, for, 

if not, the·re exists an e, such that for every n, the·re is a point 

p ED such that Prt is. at a distance greater than or equal to. e n , n 

from every point of K. Then there exists a point p which is a sequen-

tial limit point of .some subsequence of pl' p2, ••• , and such that, 

for every n, the distance.from p to every point of K is greater than 

or equal.to&:• Since, by hypothesis, K does not separate E2, there 

exists an. arc from p to some point of C which does.not intersect K. 

Let h .. be the· minimum distance from this arc to K and let k be the 

smallest positive integer such that k > d/2h, .Then p (j. Jk U Dk' 

But since pis.a sequential limit point of some subsequence (?f p1, 

p 2 , , •• , there is an integer m > k such that pin l Jk U Dk, But 

Pm E Jm U Dm c Jk U ~ accor.ding to the way these are defined, 

Therefore, a contradiction has.been reached and hence it is true 

that for every e there exists an n > 0 for which every point of Pn 



is at a distance less than e from some point of K. .Therefore the 

theorem is proved. 

Theorem 4: If pis an element of G and e > O, there exists a 

region R of elements of G such that for every element r belonging to 

R, u(r,p) < e. 

Proof: Because pis a continuum which does not separate E2 , 

Theorem 3 ;implies there.exists.a simple closed curve J of points of 
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E2 such that pis enclosed by J. and such that every point on or ~ithin 

J is at. a distance less thane from some point of P• Let H be the 

set: .of all elements of G such that if h E H. then h contains at least 

one point of .J. Since J is a continuum in E2 , H is a continuum of 

elements of G and H* is a continuum in E2• Let D denote the comple

mentary domain of H* which contains the point set p, and let B denote 

the boundary of D. According .. to the second Phragmen ... Brouwer- property 

[25, P• 47], Bis a closed and connected set of points. Let R .denote 

the set of all ·elements of G which are subsets of D. Then the boundary 

of R is·the collection of ·elements of G which contain points of B, 

and it follows tha.t. the boundary of R is connected since B is both 

closed.and connected. Then Risa domain and therefore it is a 

region.. Every element r which belongs to R is at. an upper distance 

less thane from P• 

Theorem 5: If pis an element of G.and K is a set of elements 

of G then pis a limit element of Kif and only if every reg.ion of 

elements of G which contains p contains at least one element of K 

which is di.stinct'from p. 
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Proof: Let p be a limit element of Kand suppose there exists a 

region R of elements of G which contains p but contains no element 

of K. Let B be the boundary of R* and let k be the smallest distance 

.from B to some point of p. Choose e < k. Then Theorem 4 implies 

that there exists a region R of elements of G such that every element 
€ 

of Rs is at an upper distance less than s from p and furthermore, 

R6 c R. Therefore· Rs contains no eleme·nt of K. But this implies that 

there does not exist an element of K, distinct from p, whose upper 

distance from pis less than s, and this is a contradiction of the 

hypothesis that p is a limit element of K. Thus every region of 

elements of G which contains p also contains an element of K distinct 

from p. 

If every region which contains p contains at least one element 

of K distinct from p, then for every s > O, let R be a region con. e 

taining p and such .that for each element r belonging to R , u(r ,p) < s. 
€ 

By hypothesis then, for every e, R contains an element .qf K distinct 
€ 

from p. Therefore, for every e, there exists some element of K whose 

upper distance from pis less than s. Thus pis a limit element of K. 

At this time it is possible to show that if the word 11point 11 

in Axioms 1, 2, 4, and 5 is reinterpreted to mean 11 element of G11 , 

then the space of elements of G, with regions in G defined as bounded 

domains in G whose boundaries are connected, will satisfy .these axiomso 

In the material that follows each axiom will be restated in terms 

of the space G and accompanying it will be the necessary proof that 

it has been satisfied. It is assumed that the regions of E2 are 

open spheres. 



Axiom l: There exists a sequence M1 , M2 , ••• , such that (1) for 

every p, Mn .is a collection covering G such that. each element of ~ 

is a region, (2) for every n, Mn+l is a subcollection of Mn and (3) 

if R is a region of elements of G, x and y are elements of R, then 
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there exists a natural number m such that if A i.s any .regi.on:.belonging 

. to ~ and containing x then Ac:: R and, unless x = y,. A .does not 

contain y. 

Proof: . If g is an element of G then g is . a bounded continuum 

in E2• The space E2 satisfies Axiom las it was originally stated 

and since g is a closed and bounded point set in E2 , f.or every inte

ger n there exists at least one £inite subcollection of regions be-

longing to the collection Gn which properly cover g. Let 

(Fe:rle:r E nl be all finite subcollections of Gn such that for each j, 

FJ properly covers g. Let RgnF . = {xi x E G and x c:: Ff'"}. 
j 

Then for 

each. n. let ~· = { RgnF I g· E G, F j' E Gn}. Obviously, .for ~ach n, Mn 
j 

is a collection of regions cove;ring G, and Mn+l is a subcollection. ,of 

Mn. Therefore conditions (1) and (2) of the axiom have been satisfied. 

In order to show that condit.ion (3) is also sat,isf,ied, let R be 

a region in G, and let x and ybe elements of R. Suppose x-=I= y. 

Because x and y are mutually. exclusive closed point se.ts in E2 , each 

of which is compact, there exists a bounded domain D. in E2 which. con= 

tains x and such tq.at D contains no point of y. Furthermore it is 

possible to choose Din such. a way that De:: R*. Then there exists a 

domain Di which contains x and 151 c D. Note that D and D1 are domains 

in E2 rather than domains. with respect to G •. There exists a region 



K with respect to G whose elements are the elements of G which are 

subsets of R* -·y and suchtp:at x EK. Now suppose that for every 

n, there exists_a region RtnF belonging to·the collection Mn, such 

that RtnF contains x and R · is not a subset of K. There exists .. tnF 

an m such that no region of the set ~m intersects both i\ and 
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E2 - D. Then for each n > m, some region of F, .the fi,nite sul;,collection 

of Gn which determines RtnF' intersects E2 - D and therefore lies in 

E2'- n1 • S·ince t is covered by F and since it may be_ assume4 that 

. every region contained in F contains some point of t, t contains a 

point Pnt of E2 - i\. Since x is also covered by F, there exists a 

region belonging to F which contains both. a point of x and a point. of 

t. Then for every 6 > 0 there exists an n such that when t E RtnF 

then J,(t,x) < a. .Then because G is an upper semi-co·ntinuous callee-

tio:n, for- every- e > o, there exists an n such that when t E RtnF' 

u(t ,x) < e. Therefo.re the .sequence of points plt' p2t' 
. .. has a . " . ' 

subsequence which converges to a point XE x. But this is a contradic-

tion since xis contained in the domain n1 and, for each i, Pit belongs 

to E2 - D1• Therefore there exists a number m such that if .A, is a 

region wi.th respect to G belonging to ~ and containing x, then 

Ic Kc R -,(y]. Therefore the collection M1, M2, ••• satisfies the 

conditions of p'art ( 3) of the axiom. 

Axiom 2: Every region is a connected set of elements of G. 

Proof: By definition, a region of elements of G is a bounded 

domain of elements of G. But a domain of elements of G is defined 

to be connected. Therefore every region is a connected set of elements 



of G. 

Axiom 4: If R is a region in G, then R· satisfies the Borel-

·Lebesgue property. 

Proof: If R is a region· in G then R is closed ancl bounged. 

Let H be.any collection of regions in G such that H covers R. Then 

R* is closed and bounded in E2 and therefore R* has the Borel

.Lebesgue property. If h is a region be-longing .to the collection H 

then h* is. a domain in E2• Therefore. there exists a finite subm 

collection [h1,. h2, ••• , hn} of elements of H such that (ht, ••• , h~} 

covers R'I(. Thus {h1 , .••• , hn} covers i. Hence R satisfies the 

Borel-Lebesgue property. 

Axiom 5: There exists an infinite set of elements of G with no 

limit. element. 

Proof: Let us suppose G does not satisfy this· axiom; i.e. 

suppose every infinite set of elements of G has a limit element. In 

E2 there exists an infinite set of points P1, P2, •.•• with no limit 

point. Le~ s1 , s2, ••• be the elements of G such that gn contains 

the point Pn• At most a finite number of the gi are equal since, 

for every i, g{ is compact and if g1 contains infinitely many of the 

points then they have. a limit point in g1 • Thus, without loss of 
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generality, suppose that all. the g. are distinct. By our supposition, 
1 

.the sequence gl' s2 , ••• has a limit element g belcmging to G. Then 

for every e > 0 there exists a gn such that u(gn;g) ·<.e. Thus for 

every e and fot" every point Pn, there exists.a point Xn belonging to 



g such that the distance from Pn to Xn is less thane. Now, because 

g is compact, there exists an X E g such that X is a limit point of 

the sequence X1, x2 , • • • • But .this implies that X is also a limit 

point of the sequence Pl' P2 , ••• , and this contradicts the fact that 

they have no limit point. Therefore there exists an infinite set of 

elements of G having no limit element. 

As a consequence of these four axioms the following theorems 

·. may now be proved for the space G. Unless otherwise indicated, in 

the future mater:Lal, the word. region will be used .to mean. a region 

with respect to G. 

Theorem 6: No element of a region is a boundary element of 

that regio:n. 

Proof: Let R be a region and x an element of R such that x 

belongs to .the boundary of .R. Then x is a limit element of G - .R. 

Theorem 5 implies that every region containingx contains an element 

of G - R. This implies that R contains an element of G D·R~ but 

this is impossible. Therefore if x E R then x does .not belong to the 

boundary of ;R. 

Theorem 7: If p is a limit element of M then every region con= 

taining p contains infinitely many elements of M. 

Proof: Let R be a region containingp. According to Theorem 

5, R contains at least one element p1 of M distinct from p. By 
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Axiom 1 there exists a region R2 such that p E R2 , R2 c R and p1 (/. R2• 

But R2 contains an element p2 of M distinct from p. This process may 
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be continued indefinitely. Therefore, it follows that R contains 

infinitely many elements of M. 

Theorem 8: No element of G is a limit element of a finite callee= 

t:Lon of elements of G. 

Proof: Let p E G and suppose Mis a subset of G which contains 

only finitely many elements. Suppose pis a limit element of M. 

Then Theorem 7 implies that every region containing p contains infinite= 

ly many elements of M. This is a contradiction since M contains only 

finitely :many elements. Thus the theorem is true. 

Theorem 9: If pis an element of G then there exists an infinite 

sequence of regions R1, R2 , ••• such that, (1) pis the only element 

common to all the regions, (2) for every n, Rn+l ~ Rn' and (3) if R 

is a region about p then there exists an n such that R is a subset 
n 

of R. 

Proof: There exists a region belonging to the collection Ml 

which contains P• Let R1 E M1 such that p E Rl. According to Axiom 

1 there exists an integer m1 such that if RE M and p ER then 

R c::: Rl. Let R2 EM such that p E R2• 
ml 

ml 

Then there exists an integer 

m2 such that if REM and p ER then R c R2• Continuing this pro= 
m2 

cess we get a sequence of regions R1, R2 , ••• , such that p E Ri and 

R C:: .R1. • 
i+l 

Since Mk is a subcollection of Mj whenever k > j, it is 

possible to. assume without any loss of generality that m, > mJ. 
1 -



whenever i > j. 
00 

Suppose pf n Ri. 
i=l 

00 
Certainly p E n R .• 

i=l l. 

Then there 

co 
exists a q E .. n Ri' .q f p. Thus. for eyery i, p E Ri' q E ,Ri. By 

,1.=l 

Axiom 1 there exists a k such that if n > k .and RE ~' p ER, then 

R c Ri and·q ~ R. But there exists a j such that Rj E Mn and ther.e-

fore q ~ Rj. This is a contradiction of .the.assumption t.li.at q E 

co ot) n Ri· and therefore n Ri .. = .p. · If R is any region about P, then 
i=l i=l 

: accf~d'in:g to A,xiom l there exists. an· integer n such, that if K is a 

region of Mn·.containing p then Kc R. There exists. an m >·n such 

that Rj E !\n• But then Rj E Mn since \i is a subcollection of Mn 

and, therefore ij c R. 

Theorem 10: If two regions Hand K have an element pin common, 
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the·n ·there exists a region R which contai,ns p and such ·that R c H n K. 

Proof: Let Hand K be distinct regions such that p EH and p EK. 
' ' 

According to .The.orem 9, there .·exists integers m .and n such that 8m 

contains p and Rm c:: H and Rn contains p and· inc K. But p E Rm+n' 

Rm+n c Rm an.d .~ C:::: Rn'. and thus Rm+n c:: (~ n Rn) c (H n K). 

Theorem 11: If p is. a limit element of M U N, where M and N 

are· ·subse.ts of the space G, then p is a limit element of either M 

orN. 

Proof: Suppose pis a limit element of MUN but pis not a 

limit element of either Mor N separately. Then there exists regions 

~ and Rn containing-p such that~ contains no element of M di~ferent 
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from p and Rn contains no other element of .N. Theorem:10 implies 

there is a region R containing p such that R c Rn n Rnt• But. then R 

contains no element .of M n N different from p and this is. a contradic

tion of the hypothesis that p .is a .limi~ element of _Mn :N. Therefore, 

it .is .true that p is a limit ·element of either M or N. 

Deflni·tion 15: An element p will be called a sequential· limit 

element of the sequence of elements pl' p2, •••. if for every region 

R containing· p there exists an integerm such that if n,>m then Pn 

lies in R. 

Theorem 12: If p is a sequential limit element of the sequence 

of elements p 1 , p2 , •••, then the set [p1 , p2' ••• } has no. other 

limit element. 

Proof: Suppose both p and x are limit elements of the set 

[ pl' p 2 , ••• } • Theorem 8 implies that there exis:ts a region R co,n

taining p but·not x •. According to Theorem 9 there exists a region K 

con.taining p such that K-c R. Then there is an integer m such that 

. when n > m, Pn' E ~· .But' x (/. K and thus x is .not a limit element of 

{pm+l' Pm+2 , ... }. But neither<is x a limit element of fpi, p2 , 

•••, Pm} since, by Theorem 8, no element is a limit element of a 

finite set of elements. Therefore, .by Theorem 11, x .is not a limit 

element.of fp 1 , p2 , ••• }. Therefore, the conclusion,is that pis the 

only llmit element. of [ pl' p2 , .. •} • 

Theorem 13: If pis a limit element of the set M then.there 

exists.an infinite sequence of elements of Mall distinct from p such 
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that pis the sequential limit element of this sequence. 

Proof: Let R1 , R2 , ••• be a sequence of regions containing p and 

satisfying the conditions of Theorem .9. For every n, Rn contains an 

element of M distinct from P• Let q1 E R1 such that q1 E M and 

R • 
n2 

co 
Since q1 {/_ i~ti' there exists an integer n2 such that q1 ti. 

Continuing in this manner, there will 

be determined a subsequence of the.sequence of regions, Rnl' Rn2, Rn3 ' 

••• such that for each i, qi E Rni n M, qi f P• Then the sequence 

Q1, q2 , • • • is an infinite sequence of elements of M. Furthermore p 

is a sequential limit element of this sequence. In order to show this, 

let R be any region containing p. By Theorem 9, the;re exists an intea 

ger n such that Rn c R. If m > n then R. c R, therefore R c R for 
m n m 

every m.> n. Thus there exists an .nk such that R . c R for n. > nk. nJ . J -

Then q. E R for every j 2: k. Therefore, p is a sequential limit 
J 

element of the .sequence q1 , q2 , • • • • 

Definition 16: If Pi and.p 2 are distinct elements of G, then a 

simple chain. from p1 to p2 is a finite sequence of regions R1, R2 , 

••• , Rn' such that (1) p1 E Ri if and only if i = l, (2) p2 E R1 if 

and only if i = n, and (3) if 1 < i < n, 1 ~ j ~ n, i < j, then 

R. n R. f ~ if and only if j = i + 1. Each region will be called .a 
1 J 

link of the chain. 

Theorem 14: If Mis a connected set of elements, p and q are 

distinct elements of M, and His a set of regions coveringM then 



there exis.ts a simple chain from p to q, every link o.f which is a 

region of H. 

· Proof: Suppose the theorem is false. If there is no such chain 

from p to q then M can be written as the union of two sets, Xp and Xq 

where every ·element belonging to ~ can be joined to p by a simple 

chain of regions of H and Xq is. all other ·elements of M. Because M 

is co1lnected, either XP contains a limit element of X or vice versa. 
q 

Suppose· x E Xp and x is a 1:1.mit eleme.nt of Xq• There· is at least 

one region of H, say.hx, containingx. Then,hx also contains an 
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element y E Xq• The element x can be joined top by a simple .cha.in 

h 1 , h2 , •.•• , hn of regions belonging to H. Let hk be ~he first link 

of this chain which in,tersects hx. Then h1, h2 , •••, hk, hx is a 

simple chain of re·gions of H from p to y. But. this is a contradiction 

, since y E Xq' 

elem.&nt of. Xp' 

In the secon~ Qase, suppose x EX and xis a limit 
q 

Let hx be. a, ... re·@1i.on·. of ... Hi. con.ta:i.ni.ng..,.x .•.. !hen . .hx. n Xp "f ~ • 
I 

L.et ye·. hx n XP. Then· there is a .simple· chain of· regions of H, 

hl, .... ' hn, from p to Y• Let hk be the first link of this chain 

which intersects hx. Then hl' h2, ·o o o , hk, :hx is a simple chain 

of reg-ions of H from p to x. Again this is a contradiction since 

x E Xq• Therefore, since both cases lead to contradictions, it must 

be true tli,at there is a simp.le chain of regions of H from p to q. 

Theorem 15: If R1 , R2 , R3 , ••• , Rn is a finite set of regions, 

n 
the set U Ri possesses the Borel~Le·besque property. 

1-=1 



n 

U Ri 
i=l 

n 
Proof: Let H be any coUection of regions covering U R.. But 

i=l l. 

n 
= LJR. and therefore the collection H covers Ri for every 

. 1 l. 1.= 

i= 1, ••• , n. According to Axiom 4, there is a finite subcollection 

of elements of H which covers Ri. Then let Hi be a finite subcollec-

tion of H which covers Ri. 
n 

Then U Hi is a finite subcollection of H 
i=l 
n n 

which covers U Ri. 
i=l 

Therefore, U Ri possesses the Borel-Lebesgue 
i=l 

property. 

Theorem 16: Every closed and bounded set of elements possesses 

the ~orel-Lebesgue propetty. 

Proof:· Let A be a closed and bounded set of elements of G. 

By definition .if A is bounded then M, is bounded in Ez and since A 

is closed M• is closed in E2 • Then A* has the Borel-Lebesgue prop-

erty in E2• This implies there exists a collection of regions of E2, 

R1, ••• , Rk, such that Ri E Gn and the finite sub-collection of _Gn 

k 
covers A'~. Then R = [ xj x E G and x c U Ri} is a region in G and 

i=l 

Ac R c R. 

Let H be any collection of regions of G which covers A. Because 

A is closed, if q ER - A then q is not a limit element of A and 

hence there exists a region Rq containing q such that Rq n A = ~. 

Then H U f Rqj q E R - A} is a collection of regions covering R. By 

Axiom 4, R satisfies the Borel-Lebesgue property and thus a finite 
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subc.ollection of H U ( R I q E R - A} covers R. This finite subcollec
.. q 

tion also covers A however, and since no Rq contains an element of A 

this implies that a finite subcollection of H covers A. Therefore, 

A has the Borel-Lebesgue property. 

Theorem 17: Every infinite, bounded set of elements has at 

least one limit element. 

Proof: Let Pi, p2, ••• be an infinite, bounded set of elements 

00 
of G. Then U (pi) is bounded in E2• Every bounded infinite sequence 

l 

of points of E2 has a limit point. Thus let x1, x2, .••• be a 

sequence of p·oints of E2 such that for each 1, x1 E p 1• The point 

l!IO 
set (x1, x , ••• ) c U (p1} and therefore forms a bounded sequence. 

2 l 

Let x be a limit point of (x1, x2, ••• ) and let p E G such that 

x E P• But then, because G is an upper semi-continuous collection 

this implies that pis a limit element of the sequence p1, p2, •••• 

Therefore, every infinite, bounded set of elements has at least one 

limit element. 

Theorem 18: If B1, B2, ••• is an infinite sequence of bounded 

sets of elements of G such that, for each n, B +l c B, then n · n 

co Oo n Bi I~ and n Bi is closed. 
i=l i=l 

· Proof:· By the Axiom of Choice, choose p1 , p2, • • • such that, 

for every_ i, Pi E Bi. If there exists an integer j such that for 
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every k > j , pk = pJ., theri pJ. E Bi for every i and hence pJ. E · n B .• 
i=l l. 

Otherwise the sequence p1 , p2, is bounded and hence, by Theorem 

17, it has a. limit element P• Then p is a limit element of [Pn+l' 

Pn+2' o .e e } which is a subset of B .. n+l and Bn+l c: Bn. Therefore 

O\':) 

But since this is true for any value of n, p E n B1 • Thus 
i=1 

0, 

in either case n Bi I~. 
i=l 

If q is a limit element of n B1 then for every n, q e: Bn+l c Bn. 
i=l 

00 t)/J 

Therefore, q E n Bi· and n B. is closed. 
i=l i=l l. 

Theorem 19: If Dis a domain of elements of G then for every 

element p of D there exists a region R, containing p, such that 
p 

R11 c O. 

Proof: By definition, Dis a connected subset of G such that 

if p ED, there exists a & > 0 such that if g E G and u(g,p) < & 

thengE D. But by Theorem 4, there exists a region R containing p 

p such that u(g,p) < & for every g ERP. Thus R ~ D. p 

Theorem 20: If p and qare distinct elements of a dom.ain D, 

there exists an arc from p to q lying wholly in D. 

Proof: If x ED, then there exists a region R containing x 

and lying wholly in D. Let H1 be the collection: of all such regions 
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such that each element of H1 is contained in a region belonging to M1• 

Then H1 covers D and by Theorem 14 there exists a simple chain from 



p to q, every li.nk of which belongs to H1 • 

denote the links by R11 , R12 , •·• •, Rlmi • 

Call this chain c1 and 

Let Pio= p; Pim = q, and, 
1 
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if O < i < m1 , let Pu be an element common to Rli. and Rl( i+l) • The 

elements Pio and Pn can be connected by a simple chain Cu each link 

of which along with its limit elements lies completely in R11 and in 

some region of M2 • Let ell be the chain which remains after the 

deletion of all the links of c11 after the first link which inter

sects R12 • Some point belonging .to the intersection of R12 an.d the 

last link of c11 can be joined to the point p12 by a chain c12 , each 

link of which, along with its limit elements, is contained in R12 

and in some region of M2 • Let c1, be the chain which is left after . 2 

deleting .all the links of c12 which either precede the last link 

which has a point in common with the last link of er or follow the 
11 

first linkwhich intersects R13 • Continuing this process, a finite 

set of dmple chains c11 , c12 , ... , c1m1 will be generated with the 

properties that (1) for each n, 1 ~ n ~ m.l' each link of c1n is a 

region whose closure is contained in R1nand in some region belonging 

to M2 , (2) for each n < m1 , the last link of Cin is the only one 

that intersect:s Rl(n+l)' (3) for each n, 1 < n ~ m1 , the first link 

of Cin is the only one that intersects the last l;ink of Cl(n-l), 

and (4.) the first link of ell contains p and the last link of c1m1 

contains q. Then the links of these clrains form a simple chain c2 

from p to q. It should be observed that each link of the chain c2 

lies completely in one of the links of Cl and if the mth link of c2 

lies in the nth link of c1 then if J > m the jth link of c2 lies in 



the kth link. of c 1 where k: >. n. By the same method there exists a 

chain C3 which bears the same relation to c2 as that of c2 to c1• 

· .Continuing this proc-ess will generate an infinite sequence .of c"b.ains 

c: 1 , c2 , ••• , with the· properties that ( 1) if· x is a link of en+l 

then x. is· c.ontained in some link of en, ( 2) if the mth link of en+l 
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lies in .the kth link of en, then for every i > m, the ith link of Cn+l 

lies in the jth. link of en for some j ~ k, and (3) every link of en 

·. ,is a ·region whose closure is contained in some region qf Mn. 

Let CI be the set of all elements which .belong to: spme link. of 
n 

c:;o 
en. Then it will be shown that .the set e = . n e~ ·· is a simple arc 

n=l · 

from p to q. 

~irst, e is closed. Each c1 is a bounded set such that 
n 

c1 c c1 and thus Theorem 18 implies that C is closed. 
n+l n 

Next, to show that C is conne·cted sµpp·ose that. on the cont:i=-ary 

C can be written as s 1 U s 2 where s 1 and s·2 are mutually separated 

sets. Because C is closed, both s1 and s2 are closed. About each 

element p, of s1 there exists a region R containing no element. of s2• 

!'here exi.sts an integer n such that if RP E ~ and contains P, then 

RP c _R. Then Theorem. 16 impli-es. there exists a finite collection 

Rlp' Rzp' •••, Rnp of regions which covers s1 and, for each i, 

Rip n Si= {II. Similarly, the·re.exists a finite collection of regions 

... ' H which covers s2 , and, such that for every j, mq 

n 

Rjq n .u Rip= {II. 
1=1 

n m 
U R. and U H .• 

i=l ip J==l Jq 

For each n, CA is connected and intersects both 

Thet;"ef0re .Cr contains .a boundary element of 
n 
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n n 
U Rip" 

i=l 
Let B be the ,boundary of U Ri. 

i=l p 
Then the sets B n Ci, 

B n c2, ... satisfy the conditions of Theorem 18, which implies there 

00 ' 
exists an element p0 belonging to n (B n C ! ). 

i=l l 

Then p EC! for 
0 1 

every i but p (/. c. This is a contradiction and therefore C is 
' 0 

connected. 

Fi~ally, it is to be shown that if any element of Cother than 

p and q is deleted the remaining set is no longer connected. Let 

x and y be any two elements of c. By Axiom 1, there exists an inte-

ger n such that no region of Mn contains both x and y. But every 

link of the chain Cri is contained in some region of Mn' therefore 

x and y belong. to different links of en. Furthermore, if x lies in 

a link that precedes the link containing, yin Cn; then for every m 2: n, 

every link of Cm containing x precedes every link of Cm that contains 

y. The element x will be said to precede y if there is an n such 

that every link o,f Cn containing x, precedes every one which contains 

y. The relation 11 precedes 11 is a linear order on c. 

Suppose now that x E C, and x =/:, p·, x =/:, q. Then C - [x} = S US p q 

where Sp is the set of elements of C which precede x, Sq is the set 

. of those which follow x. Clearly, because p precedes every other 

element of C and every other element precedes q, p ES and q ES • 
p q 

Also, Sp n Sq=~. Let y ESP and suppose y is a limit element of 

Sq• Then there exists an integer n such that every link of en which 

contains y precedes every one that contains x, and no link of Cn 

which contains y intersects any linkwhich contains x. But if y·is 

a limit element of Sq then every link containing y also contains an 
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element ~ belonging .to Sq. Then z precedes x. But this is a contradic

tion ,and hence y is not a limit element of Sq• .Similar;ly no element 

of Sq is a limit element of Sp. · Therefore C - .[x} is not connected 

since it. is the union of mutually se:parated sets. 

Thus C is an arc from p to q and the theorem has been established. 

Theorem 21: No arc of elements of G is disconnected by the 

omissi<m· of either of its extremities. 

Proof: Let a and b be distinct elements of G and let A, be. an 

.arc from a to b. Suppose.A - [a}= XU Y where Xand Y are mutµally 

$eparated sets and suppose b E i. Let x EX. Then it was.shQWn in 

the proof of Theorem 20 that since x fa, x f b, A - [x} can be 

written as the union of mutually separated sets P and Q where a E P 

.and b E Q. Then 

A=[~} U XU Y= [a} U (X n P) U (X n Q) U (Y n P) U (Y n Q) U [x} 

= [[a} U (X n P) U. (X .. n Q) LJ. .. (Y n P) U [x}] U (Y n Q) 

where the sets ([a} U. (X n P} l). (X n. Q) U· (Y n P) U [x}] and (Y n Q) 

are mutually. separated and non;..emp:ty. This is a cont.radiction of the 

fact that an arc is connected, therefore A - [a} is connected. 

Similarly, it can be shown that A - [b} is also connected. 

A convenient nc;>tation for.an arc with extremities p anp q is 

p·q. If x is an element distinct from p and q and be1onging to the 

arc pq then it wUl be said tliat xis between p and q on the arc. 

Theorem 22: If xis between p and q on the.arc pq then pq is 

-the union of arcs px and xq haying only the element x in common. 



Proof: It has been shown that pq - (x} = AP U Bq where AP and 

Bq are mutually separated sets, AP contains those elements which 

precedex and Bq contairis those which follow x. Then AP U (x} and 

(x} U Bq are closed. 

Suppose AP U (x} is not connected. Then AP U {x} =CUD, C 

and D mutually separated, and without loss of generality suppose 
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x ED. Then Cc:: A and therefore C and Bq are mutually separated. 

Hence pq =CU (DU Bq) and since C and DU Bq are mutually separated 

thh contradicts the fact that.pq is connected. Therefore AP U {x} 

is connected. Similarly (x} U Bq is connected. Let y be an element 

of AP U [ x} different .from p and x. Then it is known that pq - · (y} = 

XP U Yq where XP and Yq are mutually separated. The set 

( AP U { x} ) - [ y} is contained in pq - [y} and has an element in common 

with xp. Because yE (AP U (x}) this implies that y precedes x in 

order from p to q and hence x E Y • Therefore (A U [ x}) - · { y} is 
q p 

the .union of mutually separated.sets contained in X and Yq• Thus 
p 

y separates A U {x} and AP U {x} is an arc from x top. Similarly 
P. 

[ x} U Bq is an arc from x to q. Since AP and Bq are mutually separated 

sets the only element common to the arcs px and xq is x. 

Theorem 23: If x and y are elements of arc pq then pq contains 

an arc with x and yas its extremities. 

Proof: The theorem is obviously true if either x = p or y = q, 

hence assume that bothx and y are distinct from p and q and that x 

precedes y in .order· from p to q. Then according to Theorem 22, py 

is an, arc from p to y and because x precedes y, · x E py. Then. applying 



Theorem 22 again, xy is an arc frorn x toy. 

Theorem 24: If K is an.arc of elements of G, then every closed 

and connected subset of K which contains more than one element is 

itself an arc of elements of G. 

Proof: Let K be the arc pq and let H be a closed and connected 

subset of K. If p EH then p will be the first element of H. Other

wise let s1 be the set of elements which precede every element of H. 

Let h E H. Then ph is an arc frorn p to hand s1 c ph. Let 

82 = ph - s1 = ph n H and hence s2 is closed since it is the inter= 

section of two closed sets. Then because s1 n 82 = ID and s2 is 

closed, s2 must co.ntain a limit element s. of s1• Then s belongs to 

Hand every element which precedes s belongs to 81 and therefore s 

will be the first element of H. Similarly, a last element of H, call 

it t, can be found and then His the arc st. 

Theorem 25: Let pq denote an arc of elements of G with p and q 

as its extremities, let x E pq - [p,q}, and let He pq. Then xis a 

limit element of the setH if and only if for every arc A of elements 

of G with the properties that (1) x EA, (2) Ac pq, and (3) xis not 

an extremity of A, it is true that A contains at least one element of 

H which is distinct from x. 
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J?roof: Suppose first that every arc which contains x, is a 

subset of pq, and does not l:).ave x as an extremity also contains at 

least one element of H distinct from x. Now xis a limit element of 

the arc px, for otherwise px is not connected. By the same reasoning 
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xis also a limit element of the. arc xq. Theorem 13 implies th.at there 

exists an infinite sequence of elements of px, pl' p2 , ••• , such that 

xis the sequential limit element of the sequence, and, if i < j then 

pi precedes p j in .order from p to x. Similarly, there exists an 

infinite sequence q1 , q2 , ••• belonging to xq such that xis the 

sequential limit element of the sequence. and if i < j. then. qi is 

preceded by qj in order from x to q. Then the arc p1q1 contains x 

and thus contains an element hl of H. Let j and k be integers such 

that h1 does not belong to the arc pjqk. Then there exists an element 

h2 of H such that h2 is contained in pjqk. Continuing in this manner 

we acquire an infinite sequence h1, h2, ••• , of elements of H. Sup~ 

pose an infinite number of these, hn, hn, ••• , precede x in order 
1 2 

from p to q. Then there exists a sequence Pm, h , p , h , ••• , 
1 nl m2 n2 

such that hn was chosen fr.om the arc Pm. q j for some value of j. 
i i 

According to Theorem 17 this sequence has a limit element. Since x 

· is a sequential limit element of the subsequence p , pm, ••• , 
ml 2 

suppose that xis not a limit element of the subsequence h , h , ••oo 
nl n2 

Then there exists a y different from x such that y is a limit element 

of this subsequence. Either x precedes y or y precedes x. If the 

first is true then y belongs to .the set xq - (x} while. all the ele-

ments of the sequence belong to the set px - (x]. But these. are 

mutually separated sets and hence pis not a limit element of the 

sequence •. If y precedes x, then there exists an nk such that y 

precedes Pnk• Then y belongs to the arc PPn and for infinitely 
k 



many of the values of mj' t1m. 
J 

follows p · and thus y is not a limit 
nk 

element of the sequence. Therefore xis a limit element of H. 

Now suppose xis a limit element of Hand that there exists an 

. arc ab, a+ x, bf x, such that x E ab and ab c pq but ab n°H = ,~ 

Then every element of Heither precedes a or follows bin, order from 

p to q. Then pb is an. arc and pb-{a} = X U Y where X is the set .of 

elements which precede a and Y is the collection of elements which 

follow a in order from p to b. Since. x E Y, x is not a limit element 

of X and thus not a limit element of H n X. Similarly, if aq ~ [ b} = 

WU Z where Wis the set or elements which precede band z is those 

which follow b in order frdtn a to q, then x E W and is not a limit 

element of H n z. But H = (H n X) U (H fl Z) and therefore x is not 

a limit element of H. Therefore, the contradiction implies that the 

assumption was false. Thus every arc containing x also contains.an 

element of H. 

Definition 17: If pis an element belonging to a connected set 

C of elements of G then p will be called a cut element of C. if 

C - [p} is disconnected. 

Theorem 26: Every closed, connected·andbounded set has at 

least two non-cut elements. 

Proof: Suppose Mis a closed, connected and bounded set of ele-

ments of G. Let p EM and suppose that if q EM - (p} then q is a 

cut element of M. Then let M = [ qa,} = Pee- U Q(i){, where q(i){ is any ele= 

ment of M - (p}, (i){ belongs to some index set TI, and P(i){ and Q(i){ are 
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mutually separated sets, and suppose that p E P01 for each Ct', Let 

H= (Q U (q}/01 E TT}• For every 01, Q,,, U (q,J is closed since Mis 
0( 0( "' "' 

closed and P°' contains no point or limit point of Q. Suppose 

QO( U (q°'} is not connected. Then Q · U [ q } = A U B where A and B 
0( 0( 

are mutually separated sets. Without loss of generality suppose that 

qai E A. Then B contains no point or limit point of POI and hence 

Mis the union of the sets Band AU Pc:i which are mutually separated. 

This contradiction then implies.that Q°" U {qc:i} is connected and, 

since it is con~ained in.a bounded set, it is also bounded. Let K 

. be a.monotonic subcollection of sets of H. Then Theorem 18 implies 

the sets of the collection Khave an element kin connnon. Then 
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M - [k} = Pk U Qk such that Pk.and Qk are mutually separated and, 

since p -:/= k, suppose p E Pk. .Let Q~ U (q13 J = K~ be a set belonging to 

the collection K, q~-:/= k. Then M - [q~} = P~ U Q~ where these are 

mutually separated sets and p E P~. Then~ contains k.and because 

k:1= q~, k E Q~. Then since k (}. P~ U (q~}, and P~ U (q~} is closed 

and connected, either P13 U (q13 J c Pk or P~ LJ (q13 } c Qk. But p belongs 

to both Pk and P!3 and thus Pl3 U [ q13J c Pk. Therefore Qk U (k} c ~. 

ButQk U(k}belongs to the collection Hand therefore it is contained 

in every other set of the collection K. But according to a theorem of 

Moore I s [16, p. 14] when for any monotonic subcollection K there 

exists a set belonging to K which is a subset of every other set 

belonging to K then there exists a set H0 in H such that H0 contains 

no other set of H. There is an element h0 such that M - [h0 } = 

(H0 - { h0}) U PO where H0 - { h0 } and PO are mutually separated sets 

and P0 contains p. Let h1 E (~ 0 - (h0 }). Then M - (h1} = Ql U P1, 
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Q1 and P1 mutually separated with p E P1• But Q1 U [hi} belongs to 

the collection Hand sin~e P0 U [h0 } c P1 U {h1}, Q1 U (h1} c H0 • 

This is a contradiction of the assumption that H0 contains no other 

element of H, therefore, for every element p EM, there is.a non.;.cut 

element of M distinct from P• Thus M has at least two non-cut elements. 

Theorem 27: If K is a closed, connected and bounded set of ele

ments of G, and His a connected proper subset of K, then the set 

K - H contains an element of G who·se omission does not disconnect K. 

Proof: Suppose, on the contrary, if x EK - H .then K ... {x) is 

disconnected. Therefore K - [x} is the union of mutually sepai:-ated 

sets A.and B. Since His connected and x (/. H, H c A ol:' He B. Suppose, 

without loss of generality, that He A. Then BU [x} is closed and 

connected and according to Theorem 26, there exists an element b·E B 

such that b is a non-cut element of BU [x). Thus, (BU (x}) - (b} is 

connected. Therefore (AU [x}) U [(BU [x}) [b}] = K - [b} is con-

· nected·, Thus K - H contains a non-cut element of K. 

Theorem 28: If pq is an arc of elements of G, then G = pq is 

connected. 

Proof: Let pq = A. Since A is closed, connected and bouncied in 

G, A* is closed, connected and bounded in E2• 

union of the mutually separated sets X and Y. 

Suppose G pq is the 

Then E2 A*= X* UY*, 

where x,'( and y,'( are mutually separated sets. Because A* is closed and 

bounded, there exists a circle C in E2 such that A* is contained in 

the interior of C. Let f be the interior of C. Then E2 - I is 



closed.and connected and furthermore, according to Theorem 1, the set 

P= {g/g E G. and g n (E 2 - I) 'F 9)} is both closed and connected. 

Then Pe X or P·c: Y. Without loss of generality suppose it is the 

case that Pc Y. ·Then X* c I and thus X* is· bounded. LetD be.a 

component of X*. Then Dis a domain in E2, Dis connected, and the 

boundary of Dis contained. in,A*. 

If E = fg/gE G and g c D} then it is asserted tl;i.at E*= D, for 

supppse this is not the ~ase. Then there exists a gE G such that 
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g n Dr:/= 9) but g rt D. But g c X* and since g.and D.are both connected 

and their intersection is not empty, then·g U Dis a connected subset 

o·f ·X* which contains D, This is a. contradiction .since D is. a comP,onent 

of X*. Thus Eis a·maximal connected subset of X and Eis.a bounded 

complementary d.c,main· with re·spect to A. 

Let B be the outer Qoundary of E. According to Theorem 2, B 

is closed, connected, and if. b E B, then B - [b} is still connected. 

But Bis also.a connected subset of pq, and Theorem 24 implies·that B 

is.an arc. This contradicts the fact that B - [b} is connected for 

· every b E B. Therefore G is not separated by a:ny arc pq. 

Theorem 29: If Mis a simple closed curve of elements of G and 

if p and q are distinct elements belenging to M, thenM is the union 

· of two arcs which have in common only their terminal elements p and q. 

Proof: By definition M .,.·fp,q} =CUD where C:and D. are mutually 

separated sets. 

Suppose M has a cut element x. Then M - [x} =HU K, where H 

and Kare mutually separated sets. Then HU [x} and KU [x} are closed 
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and connected and therefore each of them is a nondegenerate bounded 

continuum. According to Theorem 26, HU {x} has at least two non~cut 

elements and KU {x} has. at least· two ncm .. cut elements. Therefore, 

there exist elements hand k such that h ancr·k are non-cut.elements 

distinct from x belonging. to H and. K respectively. Then M - · [h,k}. = 

(RU [x} - {h}) U (KU [x} - {k}) and because these are connected sets 

with the element x in comm.on, M - [h,k} is connect.ad. This is in 

contradiction:with the definition of a simpte closed curve.and thus 

.no element of Mis a cut element. 

Let c EC· anc1 d·E D. The sets CU [p,q} and·D U {p,q} are each 

close·d, connected, and bounded. ';rhus each. is a continuum. Suppose 

CU [p,q} and DU [p,q} each has more than two non-cut.elements. 

Then there exist elements.x and y, distinct from-p and q, such that 

x E C and y E D and x and y are non-cut elements of C U (p,q} and 

DU {p,q} respectively. Then M - {x,y} = (CU [p,q} - [x}) U 

(DU [p,q} - [y}) and because these connected sets have elements p 

and,q in common, M - [x,.y} is connected. This·is a contradiction of 

the definition. and therefore one· of C U [p·,q} and DU fp ,q} does not 

c~mtain, a non.;.cut element distinct from p and q. Without loss of 

generality suppose CU [p,q} is disconnected by the omission of any 

element other than p and q. Then CU' [p,q} is, by definition, an 

arc from p to Cl• 

Suppose y ED and DU [p~q} - [y} is connected. Then CU [p,q} 

- [ c} :::;: A U B where A. and B are mutually separated and p E A, q E Ba 

Thus M - [ y, c} = A U B U ( D U [ p, q} - [ y} ) • But both A and B have an 

element in connnon with D U [p,q} - · {y}, and since each of the sets is 



connected, their union is connected. This again contr,adicts the 

definition of M. There1;c:,,re DU [p,q} is disconnected by the om.ission 

of any element other than p and q. 

Thus CU [p,q} and DU [p,q} are arcs, their union· is M, and, 

obyiously, their only common elements. are p and q. 

Theorem 30: If J. is a simple closed curve of elements of G, 

then G - J is the union· of two. domains of elements of G. Only one 

of these domains is bounded and J. is.the boundary of each of them. 

(In the proaf of this theorem use will be made of the following 

Theorems A and B. These are theorems which have been proved for the 

plane by Anna M. Mullikin ~ 19]. 

Theorem A: If M1 and M2 are two closed, connected, bounded 

point.sets, neither of which disconnects a plane S, a necessary and 

S\lfficient condition· that their union, M shall disconnect Sis that 

~l n Mz be n.ot conn.ected. 

Theorem B: If M1 and Mz are two closed, bounded, connected 

point sets in. a plane S, such that ne·ither M1 nor M2 disconnects S 

and. such that M1 and Mz have·in·common only K1 and K2, where K1 and 

Kz are mut.\lally exclusive connected sets, then S - (M1 U M2) is the 

union of exactly two mutually exclusive, connected domains.) 

Proof: Let p and q denote distinct elements of J. According to 

Theorem 29, J is the union of two arcs A and· B which· have p an<;t q as 

their extremities. By Theorem 28, neither A nor B separates G and 

~hereforeneither A* nor B* separates E2• Also A*·n B* == pU q 'Where 
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. p and q are mutually exclusive continua. Then according to Theorems 

A and B, E2 - J* is the union of mutually exclusive·connected dQlil.ains 

o1 and o2 of points of E2• Obviously then, since J* is bounde4, one 

of the dOll).ains is bounded and the other unbounded. Suppose·D1 is the 

bounded domain. Let H1 be the set of elements of G which. ~re contained 

in o1 and let H2 be those elements of G contained in o2 • Then it is 

c,lear that H1 and H2 are mutually exclusive domains of elements of G 

and that G - J: = H1 U H2• Let B deno.te the boundary of H1• If B. 'F J 

then it must be a proper subset of J. Since B. is closed and connected, 

Theorems 29, and 24 imply that Bis.an arc of elements of G. But G - B = 

H1 U [H2 U (J - B)] and the sets. H1 a0ntl" [H2 u· (J .. B)] are mut\lally 

separ.ated. Thus the assumption that B 'F J, implies. a contradiction and 

therefore B.= J. Similarly it can be shown that J is also the boundary 

of H2• 

Definition 18: Of the two.d~ains complementary to a simple 

cl.osed curve of elements of G, the bounded one will be called the 

interior of the- curve, ~hile· the unbounded domain will be called the 

exterior. 

Theorem· 31: If o1 and n2 are bounded domains of elements of 

G, and o1 has a connected boundary, and th• boundary of o2 is a sub

. set of o1 , then o2 is a subset of o1• 

Proof: Since o2 is bounded, it has.at least one boundary element. 

Each of its boundary elements belongs to D1, therefore o1 contains at 

least·one element of D2• Suppose o2 is not a subset of o1• Then o2 



contains an element of G - D1• Because D2 is connected .it follows 

.that D2 contains an element of the b~undary B1 of D1• The boundary 
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B2 of o2 is a subset of D1 and thus does not intersect B1• The set 

B1 is connected, therefore B1 is necessarily contained in D2• Let 

Ebe the. unbounded complementary domain of Bt• Since B1 is the.bound-

. ary of E and D2 contains B1, then n2 contains.an element of E. But 

E is connected and contains no element of ;s2 , therefor·e E is con

tained in D2• But this is contrary to the hypothesis that D2 is 

· bounded. Therefore n2 is a subset of D1• 

Theorem 32: If Risa region of elements of G and K ·is either 

.a single element or an.arc of elements of G every element of which 

(e:x:cept possibly a terminal element, in, the c;ase K is_ an.arc) belongs 

to R, then R - K is a domain of elements of G. 

Proof: Let B denote the boundary of R. By definition, Bis con

nected. · If K is a single element of G then K doe·s not separate E2 

and· hence does not separate G. · Otherwise, Theorem 28, implies K does 

-not separate G. Thus K* does not separate E2• If x and y,are ele

ments of R - K then· x.and y are not separated in E2 by B*. · Also, 

eithe·r K* ·n B* ~ {II· o.r the common part of K* and B* is a closed, 

bounded, and coRnected p.o,int set making tip a single element of G. 

It follows. then, that K* U B* does not separate x and y in E2• Thus, 

KU B does not separate x from y in G and therefore R - K is connected. 

Suppose R - K is not a domain. Then there exists an element 

r-E R - K such that every region containing r contains an· element 

which does not belong to R - K. Evidently-then, every region 



containing r contains. an element of K. But this implies that r is a 

limit element of K which is in contradiction with the fact that K is 

closed. Therefore R -· K: is a domain. 

Theorem 33: If Risa region of elements of G.there exists.a 

simple closed curve of elements of G such that every element of G 

which· belongs, to this curve is an element of R. 

Proof: Let p and q be distinct elements of R .. According to 

TheOTem 20 there exists an arc pq of elements of G such that every 

element of pq belong.s to R. Let r be some element of pq distinct·: 

from p and q. By Theorem 3 2, R ,. [ r} is a domain. Therefore, there 
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exists a simple continuous arc pyq, having p·and q as terminal elements 

. a-nd. containing the element y, such that pyq is contained in R - [ r}. 

Then· it is easily seen. that the. arcs pxq and pyq either form, a simple 

closed curve of elements belonging to R or contain one.as.a proper 

subset of their union. 

Theorem 34: If Kand Rare regions of elements of G and the 

boundary of Risa subs~t of K, then R is. a subset of K. 

Proof: Sup.pose R is not contained in K. If Rn (S ~ K) f ~, 

then S. -K = s1 U s2 where s1 is. a subset of Rand no element of s2 

belongs to R. The set s1 can contain no limit element of the set s2, 

thus, since S - K is connected, s2 must contain. a limit element of s1• 

But this implies that s2 contains a boundary.element of R which is 

contrary to the hypothesis. Therefore R is .. a subset of K. If R con~ 

tains a boundary element of K then R contains an element of S - K. 



Since it has been shown that this is not possible, it follows that R 

is a subset of K. 

Theorem 35: If pxq and pyqarearcs of elements of G which have 

p and q as their termi:r;1al elements but have no other elements in com

mo:r;i, and J ~s the simple closed curve formed by these two arcs, pzq 

is an. arc, every element of which, except for p and q, belongs to the 

interior of J, and J 1 is the simple closed curve formed by arcs pxq 

and pzq and J 2 denotes the one formed by pyqand pzq, then (1) the 

interior of J 1 is. a subset of the interior of J, ( 2) except for p 

. and q, pyq lies in the exterior of J 1 , ( 3) the interior of J 1 does 

not intersect the interior of J 2 , and (4) the interior of J is the 

union of the sets which are the interiors of J 1 and J 2 , and 

pzq - (p ,q) • 

Proof: Let R be the interior of J, R1 the interior of J 1 and 
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R2 the interior of J 2 • Each of R, R1 , and R2 is a bounded domain with 

a connected boundary and therefore each is a region. Then according 

to Theorem 34, R1 .is a subset of R. 

Because pyq is.a part of the boundary of R, Theorem 6, implies 

that no element .of pyq is contained in R1 • The only elements that 

pyq has in common with the boundary of R1 are p and q. Therefore, 

except for pand q,pyq lies.in the exterior of J 1• 

Suppose R1 n R2 1= !I). Since the boundary of R2 contains elements 

that are not contained in R1 nor the boundary of R1 , R2 .is not a 

subset of R1• Therefore Rz = s 1 U s2 where s1 is a subset of R1 

but.no. element of s2 belongs to R1• Because s 1 cannot contain a 
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limit element of s2 it follows that s2 contains a limit element of s1• 

Clearly, this element must be a boundary element of R1• Therefore 

R2 contains an element of pyq orpzq. This is a contradiction however, 

and, thus, Rl n R2 = !1). 

By hypothesis, pzq - [p,q} is contained. in R. In part (1) it 

was shown that R1 is a subset of R. Similarly, R2 is a subset of 

R. Now, suppose R-;/= R1 U R2 U (pz.q -(p·,q}). Let Y be the set of 

all other elements of R so that R = R1 U R2 U (pzq - (p,q}) UY, 

The sets R1 , R2' and Yare mutually separated. Let w denote an ele

ment of Y. There exists an.arc wz lying. entirely in R, Let j denote 

the first element of wz, in order from.w to z, such that j belongs 

to pzq. Then wJ is .. an. arc lying entirely in R. · Now wj - ( j} is 

connected and lies entirely in R1 U R2 UY. Since wj - [j} has an 

element in common with Y, it is contained in Y. The element j divides 

the arc pzq into two arcs, pz1j and jz2q. Let r be an element of R1• 

There exists a region T about the element z1 which contains no ele= 

ment belonging to the closed set (r} U jz2q U J. Since T contains 

a boundary element of R1 , T contains an element g belonging to R1• 

There exist arcs rg and gz1 lying.in R1 and T respectively. Then 

rg U gzl contains·an arc rh1 such that h1 is an element of T.and of 

pz1 j, and such that rh1 - · (hi} is a subset of R1• Similarly, there 

exists an arc rk1 such that k1 belongs to jz2q and rk1 - [k1} is 

contained in R1• There exists an arc h1s 1k1 which is a subset of 

rh1 u~rk1, and h1s 1k1 - (h1,k1} is contained in R1• Similarly, there 

exist elements h2 .and k2 on the arcs ph1 and k1q respectively but 

distinct from p and q, and·an. arc h2s 2k2 such that h2s 2k2 - [h2,k2} 



is contained in R2 • Let J3 denote the simple cl0sed curve formed 

. by h1s 1k 1 U h 142 U h2s 2k2 U k 1~2• By Theorem 34, R3 , the interior 

of J3, is a subset of R. Since s 1 belongs to the domain R1 an(! is. a 

boundary element of R3 , it follows that R3. n R1 =f:. fb. Similarly, 

R.3 n R2 =f:. (b. Since w and y are ·elements lying entir-ely without .R1, 

there exists. an. arc wy which contains no element of R1• Let a be 

the first element that wy and pyq have in common. Then.aw - [a} is 

obviously a subset of Y. Thus the-re exists an. arc ja which is. a 

subset of jw U aw. and. such that ~a - [ j ,a} is contained in· Y. Hence 

ja contains no elf;!ment of J • But since. a is ext_erior to J3 , j is 
.3 

. also exterior to J3 and consequently· the arc h1Jk1 is exterio:i:,- to J 3 
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with the exception·of the terminal elements h1 .and k 1• Thus every 

element of R.3 belongs to R1 , Rz, or Y. Since these are mutually 

separated sets and R3 contains elements belonging to. both R1 and R2 , 

this implie-s that R3 is not connected. This is a contradiction, there~ 

fore· it follows that. R = .R1 U R2 U (pzq - [p,q}). 

Theorem 36: If p and q are two distinct elements of G ane;J pxq, 

pyq,. and,pzqare arcs no two of which have in common.any element 

other than p and q, and J 1 , J 2 ,and J3 -are the simple closed curves 

f orined by these. arcs taken in pairs, then: the interiors of :J 1 , J 2 , 

and J3.are not mutually exclusive. 

Proof: Suppose J 1 = pxq u pyq, J 2 = pxq U pzq, and J 3 = pyq U pzq. 

Let :Rl, R2, and R.3 denote the interiors of J 1' J 2 , and· J 3 respectively, 

. and, in the same sense, let K1 , E2 , and E3 denote their exteriors. 

Suppose R1 , R2, and R3 are mutl.!,ally exclusive. Then E1 contains R2 , 



· R3 , and pzq - [ p ,q}. Since E1 is unbounded, E1 contains at least one 

element which does not belong to R2 , R3 , or pzq - [p,q}. Therefore 

let Y be the collection of all such elements of E1• Clearly, 

Y = E1 n E2 n E3 • Let a be an element of Y. Then there exists.an 

arc az which .lies entirely in E. Let b be the first element that az 

has in common with pzq. Then ab - [b} is a subset of Y. Similarly, 

'there exists an arc ac, such that c belongs.to pxq and ac - {c} is 

contained in Y. In the same way as it was shown in the proof of 

Theorem 35, it can be shown that there·exist elements h1 , h2 , k1 , 

and k2 such that h1 E pb, h2 E h1b, k 1 E bq, k2 E bk1 , and such that 

in each case these elements are distinct from p, b, and q. It can 

also be shown that there exist arcs h1s 1k 1 and h2s 2k2 which, except 

for their terminal elements, lie entirely in R2 and R3 respectivelyo 

Let K1 , K2 , and K3 denote the simple closed curves formed by 

h1s 1k1 U k1k2 U k2s 2h2 U h2h1 , h1s 1k1 U h1bk1 , and h2s 2k2 U k2bh2 

respectively. Let 1 1 , 1 2 , and 13 denote their respective interiors. 

By Theorem 34, 1 2 and 13 are subsets of R2 and R3 respectivelyo 

There are now three cases to be considered. 

Case 1. Suppose b E 1 1• Then by Theorem 35, 1 1 = 12 U 13 U 

(h2bk2 - [h2 ,k2}). But since bis. a limit element of ab - [b}, it 

follows that 1 1 must contain an element of ab - [b} and, hence, of Y. 

Thus the supposition that b E 1 1 leads to a contradiction, since 

Y n L 1 = (11. 

Case 2. Suppose p E 1 1• Then J 1 is contained in 1 1• But c is 

an element of J 1 and ac does not intersect K1 • Therefore a E 11 • 

Thus every element .of Y belongs to 1 1• But this is a contradiction 
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since 1 1 is bounded.and Y is not bounded. -Therefore pf 1 1• 

Case 3. Suppose neither b nor p belongs to 11• Then J 1 n 1 1 _= 0 

· and pzq n 1 1 = 0. ,Thus 1 1 is contained in R1 U R2 U R3 U Y and these 

. are mut1,1ally separated sets. But 11 :Is connected and hence 1 1 cannot 

. intersect more than one of the sets R1 , R2 , R3 , and Y. But s 1 belongs 

to R2 and to the boundary of L1 and s 2 belongs to R3 and to the 

boundary of L1, and this implies that R2 n.L1 and R3 n L1 are not 

empty. Thus this supposi.tion also leads to a contradiction. 

It follows then that R1 , R2 , and R3 are not mutually exclusive, 

Theorem 37: If pxq_and pyq are arcs of elements of G which 

have p and q as.their only common elements, J. is the simple closed 

curve formed by these arcs, and pzq is an arc which, except for p and 

q, lies in the exterior of J, then (1) either y is in the e:l<terior 

of J 1, the simple clQsed curve formed by pxq and pzq, or xis in the 

exterior of J2' the simple closed curve formed by pyq and pzq, (2) if 

y is in the exterior of J1 then xis in the interior of J 2 and-the 

interior of J 2 is the-union of the interiors of J.and J 1, and the set 

. pxq - (p,q}. 

Proof: Suppose y is not in the exterior of J 1• Then pyq - (p,q} 

is contained in.the interior of J1 and Theorem35 implies that xis 

in the exterior of J 2• 

Secondly, if y belongs to the exterior of J 1, suppose xis not 

in the interior of. J 2• Then since·x does not belong to J 2 , x belongs 

to the exterior of J 2 and, hence, pxq - [p;q} belongs to the exterior 

of J 2• Let Rand R1 denote the interiors of J. and J1 respectively. 



Suppose R and R1 have a common element. Then R1 = M U M1 where M is 

contained in R and M1 does not contain an element of R nor of its 

· boundary. It follows then that one of the sets·M andM1 does not 

exist. Thus either Rl and R have no common elements or R1 is con-

tained in R. If R1 is contained in R then R1 is contained in Rand 

since z E R1 and z does not belong to the boundary of R, then z ER. 

But this is in contradiction with the hypothesis, therefore R1 and R 

have no. elements in common. 
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Similarly, since y belongs to the exterior of J l' it can be shown 

that, if R2 is the interior of J 2 , the sets R, R1 , and R2 are mutually 

exclusive. But this contradicts Theorem 36. Therefore, if y is in 

the exterior of J 1 then xis in the interior of J 2• Then Theorem 35 

implies that R2 =RU R1 U (pxq - f p,q}). 

Theorem 38: If R is .a region and pis an element of R, then 

there exists a simple closed curve of elements of G which lies in R 

and whose interior contains p and is a subset of R. 

Proof: Let x be an element of R distinct from p. By Axiom 1, 

there exists a region K which contains x and is a subset of R but does 

not contain P• .By Theorem 33, K contains a simple closed curve J. 

Theorem34 implies. that p is exterior to J. Let al be an element of 

J. Then in R there exists an arc pa 1• Let a be the first element of 

J which belongs to pa1 . Then pa is an arc whose only common element 

with J is.a. Let I be the interior of J. Choose c to be an element 

of the boundary of R. Since JU I U pa is a closed set contained in 

R there exists a regionH about c which does not intersect J. U I U pa. 



The set H contains at least one element d of R. Let h1 be an element 

of J distinct from a. By Theorems 32 ancl 20, there exists. an arc 

b1d in R - pa. Let b denote the last element that h1d has in conunon 

with J so that bd isa subarc whose only conunon element with J is b. 

In H, there exi.sts an arc ed. Let e be the first element that cd 

has in common with bd. Thence Ube is an arc cb, every element of 

which, except c, belongs to R, and such that bis the only element it 

has in.common with pa U JU I. The elements. a and b separate J into 

two arcs,,ax1b.and ay1b. There exists about x1 a region R1 which is 

contained in R ~nd does not intersect the closed set. pa U ay1b Ube •. 

The:r;-e exists.an element h in R1 such that hf JU I. Then there 
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exists an arc hx1 in R. Let x be the first element hx1 has in conunon 

with ;J. By Theorem 32, there exists an arc hy1 in R - (pa U ax1 b l,) be). 

· Let y .be the first element ·hy1 }:las in common with J. Then hy U hx 

contains as a subset an.arc yzx which, except for its terminal ele-

. ~ents, is contained in R ~(JU .I). T~en·yzx and xay are arcs whose 

union. is. a simple closed. curve J 1• The interior of J 1 belQngs to R, 

accord.ing to Theorem 34. Therefore c.is in the exterior of J 1• Since 

be has no element in common with J 1, it f.ollows that b is exterior 

to J 1• ·Then according to Theorem 37, the interior of the closed curve 

J 2 formed by yzx and ybx contains a. But the arc pa contains no ele= 

ment of J 2 and hence pis in the interior of J 2• 

Definition 19: A set R of elements of G will be said to be a 

region in the restricted. sense if and only if it i.s the interior of 

some simple closed curve of elements of G. 



Theorem 39: If pis.an element of G and His a set of elements 

of G then pis a limit element of H if and only if every region in 
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the restricted sense that contains p contains an element of H distinct 

from p. 

Proof: First, suppose pis a limit element of Hand let R be 

a region in the restricted sense which contains p. Since R is also 

a region in the origi~al sense, R contains an element of ij distinct 

from p. 

Conversely, if every region in the restricted sense which con

tains p also contains an element of H distinct from p, let R be a 

le'egion in the usual sense which contains p. Then Theorem 38 implies 

that R contains a region in the restricted sense about p and hence R 

contains an element of H distinct from p. Therefore pis a limit 

element of H. 

Finally now, it is possible to show that the other axioms are 

satisfied by the space of elements of G if the word region now is 

assumed to mean Hregion in the restricted sense 11 • It has been estab= 

lished that Axioms 1, 2, 4, and 5 hold true for the set of elements 

of G with the original interpretation for regions. It is clear, by 

Theorems 38 and 39 that these axioms continue to hold if region is 

interpreted in the restricted sense. Thus in the following material, 

the word region should be taken to mean region in the restricted 

sense. 

Axiom 3: If Risa region, G - Risa connected set of elements. 



Proof: If Risa region then R is the interior of a simple 

closed curve J and R =RU J. By Theorem 30, G - J. is the union of 

two domains, one of which is R. Thus G - R.is the. unbounded domain 

and, by definition, a domain is connected. 

Axiom 6: If Risa region and ab is an arc such that ab - [a} 

is a subset of R then (RU [a}) - ab is connected. 

This axiom follows directly from Theorem.32. 

Ax:(..om 7: Every boundary element of a region is.a limit element 

of the exterior of that region. 

Axiom 7 is a direct consequence of Theorem 30. 

Axiom 8: Every simple closed curve is the boundary of at least 

one region. 

This axiom is obviously satisfied by the way in which regions in 

the restricted sense have been defined. 

It has been shown that the space of elements of G with regions 

. defined to be the interiors of simple closed curves of elements of 

G satisfies all the axioms set down for the space E2• Moore [12] 

has shown that for every space S satisfying Axioms 1-8, there exists 

a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of Sand the points 

of E2 which preserves limits. Thus there exists a one-to-one corres

pondence between the elements of the space G and the points of E2 

such that the space of elements of G is topologically equivalent to 

the space of elements of E2• 
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CHAPTER III 

EXAMPLES OF UPPER SEMI-CONTINUOUS DECOMPOSITIONS 

In this chapter there will be exhibited.examp,les. of upper semi

continuous decompositions of E2 , beginning with the very simple 

ones and concluding with an example in which.all of E2 is decomposed 

into non-degenerate elements, none of which separate E2 • The obvious 

and trivial example is that in which E;lach point of E2 is an element 

in the decOil,lposition. This is no .different from the space E2 

however and therefore it is not of interest here. 

A decomposition may have a finite number of nondegenerate ele

ments or it may have infinitely many. The only upper semi-continuous 

collections to be considered here are those whose nondegenerate ele

ments are continua which do not separate E2 • In the examples the 

nondegenerate elements will be described in detail. It should be 

understood then that the elements making up the decomposition space 

will be the nondegenerate elements together with all other points 

of E2• 

Example 1: Let R be the unit square with vertices (0,0), (1,0), 

(1,1), (0,1). Let K = [LjL is. a vertical line segment of unit 

. length contained within or on R}. Then the segments belonging to K 

together with all points of E2 - K* form. an upper semi-continuous 
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decomposition of E2• 

This example.might be expanded by considering a collection of 

disjoint unit squares R1, R2 , R3 , ••• and then filling each square 

with segments of unit length. 

Example 2: Let 
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An= [(x,y)jx = -2-n, 0 ~ y ,?! -2-n} U [(x,y)l-2-n,~ x _::: rn, y = -r~} 

U [(x~y)Jr = 2-n, -2-n.~ y .'.:: O}. 

Let K = fAnln = O, 1, 2, .... ). Then the elements of Kare the nonde-

generate elements of a decomposition of E2 • 

Example 3: Suppose 
1 . 

K = [(x,y)jy.= sin i' 0 < x ~· l} U [(x,y)jx = 0, ~1 ~ y.~ 1} 

is the only nondegenerate element in a decomposition. Then the 

decomposition space which is formed will satisfy all the conditions 

of this paper. 

Example 4: Let Cn be.a closed disk with center .at (l,n) and 

radius 1/4. Then K = fcnjn is an integer} is the collection of 

nonclegenerate elements of a decomposition of E2 • 

One might exhibit many examples of upper semi-continuous decom-

positions of E2 similar to these. The most interesting example, 

however, is the decomposition of E2 which has no elementwhich is a 

single point and no element which separates E2• 
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Roberts' Example 

.The question was raised by C. Kuratowski as to whether there 

exists.an upper semi .. continuous collection of mutually exclusive 

contin'1a no one of which is a point such that (1) the union of the 

continua of the collection fills a square plus its interior .. and (2) 

if each continuum of the collection. is regarded as_a point the space 

so obtained is in continuous one-to-on~ correspondence with a square 

plus its interior. 

Kuratowski posed this question in a letter to .R. L. Moore in 

1927. It was answered by J. H. Roberts [20] in, 1928. The-material 

which follows is chiefly the work of Roberts in which he exhibited 

an upper semi-continuous collection of continua filling.the P,lane, 

such tl;i.at each continuum is bounded, nondegenerate, and does not 

separate the plane. 

1 
Let M = ((x~y)jy = sin x(l _ x)' 0 < x.< 1). Clearly~ i.is 

. a continuum. Let C denote the Cantor set on. the interval O < x <. 1 

of the x ... axis. and· let sl' s2' s3 , ••• denote the complementary seg

ments so that s1, = [xi 1/3 < x < 2/3}, s 2 = (xi 1/9 < x < 2/9}, 

s3 ,= [x/7/9,< x < 8/9}, •••• For each point p of C which is not an 

endpoint of any complementary segment of C let V denote the ver.tip 

cal interval of length 2 witb pas center, and let H be the collection 

, of all. such intervals. Let Mn be. a point set equivalent. to M, and 

whose limit sets are the vertical intervals two units in· length which 

have the enc;ipoints of the segment snas midpoints, and such that if 

(xpy1) and (x2 ,y2) are distinct points of Mn then xl" f. x2 , and 

for every.point (x,y) belonging to Mu, IYI ~-1 (see Figure.1). 
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Let K denote the union of the sets M1, M2 , ••• , together with 

the intervals of H. Then K is the union of a collection C:l'I( of 

mutually exclusive continua, the elements of el/K being·the intervals 

of H and the continua of the sequence Ji1 , M2 , • • • • It will be shown 

,that the collection Gi'K is upper semi-continuous and that it is ·an 
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, arc with resp.ect to its elements. A continuum N in E2 will be equiva

lent to Kif and only if there exists a continuous transformation 

· TN of E2 into itself such. that l'N(K). = N. Let C:l'N denote the collec

tion of all point sets TN(g) where g is a continuum of the set e:vK. 

Lemma: The set K .is both closed and connected. 

Proof: Let p denote a point of E2 ~ K. Then the object. is to 

prove t:hat p is not ~ limit point of K and therefore that K is 

closed, 

The set K.is contained within.and on the rectangle R whose 

vertices. are (0,1), (1,1), (l,~l), and (0,-1). Suppose first that 

p belongs to the exterior of R. Then let d denote the·greates~ lower 

bound of the set of distances from p to x where xis any element of 

R. Let Ube a region containing p such that if y EU the distance 

from p to·y is less.than d/2. Then U is a region containing p but 

no point of K and hence p is not a limit point of K. 

If p E R or to the interior .of R then p lies on a vertical line 

whi,ch intersects the x,.,axis in a point q lying in the i.nterval 

0 < x < 1. Since p does not belong to K, q cannot be an element of 

c. Therefare q belongs to one of the complementary intervals si. 

But p does not belong to Mi, nor to the vertical lines v1 and v2 



which are the limiting sets of Mi. Therefore, choose dl to be the 

greatest lower bound of the distances from p to points of Mi' dz to 

be the greatest lower bound of the distances from p to poiats of Vi 

and d3 to be the greatest lower bound of the distances from p to 

points of v2 • Let d = min [d1 , d2 , d3]. If U ~enotes a region about 

· p such that, for every x E U, the distance from p to x is less than 

d/2, then U is a region containing p but no point of K. Therefore, 

pis not a limit point of K. 

Therefore the set K.is closed. 

In order to show that K is connected, suppose, on the contrary, 

that it is not. Then K = A u ... B, where A and B are mutually separated 

. sets. Since each element of a,K is connected, it is contained in 

either A or B. 

Suppose the point (0,0) belongs.to A and (1,0) to B. Then 

consider the point p = sup (An [(0,0), (1,0)]}. Necessarily, p 

is a point of C and if pis an endpoint of some intervals., then 
l. 

it must be the right endpoint, for otherwise, it would imply, tha.t 

some element of a-K intersected both A and B. But then p is,a limit 

point from the right of the set C which implies that pis not the 

sup (An [(0,0), (1,0)]]. 

If both (0-0) and (1,0) belong to A then consider the point 

q = sup (B n [(0,0), (1,0)]}. As in the first case, q must belong 

to C and if q is an endpoint of an interval sj, then it must be 

the right endpoint. Thus q is a limit point of C from the right 

and therefore q is not the sup [B n [(O~O), (l,O)J}. 
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Hence both cases lead to contradictions and therefore it is 

implied that K is connected. 

Before continuing to show that the collection <:l'K is upper semi

continuous and an arc with respect to its elements, it is necessary 

to state some useful definitions and theorems. 

Definition: A transformation f(A) =Bis said to be monotone 

provided that for each. point y E B, c 1(y} is a continuum. 

If f(A) =Bis monotone, the decomposition of Aassociated 

with f, Le., into the sets [C1(x)J, x E B, is an upper semi= 

continuous decomposition into continua [22, p. · 127]. 

Theorem: [22, p. 127] Any monotone transformation f(A) =Bon 

a compact space A is equivalent to an upper semi-continuous decom

. position of A into cont.inua, Conversely, any upper semi ... continuous 

decomposition of A i.nto. continua with decomposition space A' is 

equivalent. to a monotone transformation f(A) = A•. 

This theorem, stated without proof, is a well=known theorem 

related to transformations. It implies that if a monotone trans

formation f is d.efined which maps K onto an arc A, such that 

[ c 1(a) I a E A} = Cl!K' then the collection O:'K would be upper semi

continuous and an.arc with respect to its elements. It is the 

intent here to define such a transformation. 

Let A be a closed segment with endpoints denoted by O and 1. 

Any point of A will be denoted by some real number x, 0 < x < 1. 

Since K is the union of elements of erK the transformation f: K---+A 
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wi 11 be defined in terms of the elements of C;i!K ( see Figure 2). . It 

should be recalled that M1 is defined over s 1 , M2 over s 2 , etc., 

where ;l = [xi 1/3 ~ x ~ 2/3}, i 2 =.[xi 1/9 ~ x ~ 2/9}, •••• Then 

let f(M1) = 1/2, f(M2) = 1/4, f(M3) = 3/4, f(M4) = 1/8, .•••• For the 
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element1;, V(O,O) and v(l,O)' let f[V(o,o} = O and f[V(l,O)J = 1. 

Observe that for every VP EH, p =/= (O,O), p =/= (l,O), p = inf (q/q EC, 

q > p, and q is an endpoint of a complementary interval}. Then 

• let f(Vp) = inf (f(q) I q E C, q > p, and q is an endpoint of a comple

mentary interval}. Clearly, f is a monotone transformation and 

[f-1(q)j q E f(K)} = OIK. It is necessary to show that f(K) = A. 

Let p be any element of A. Obviously, if pis.an element of 

the set D = [.~/o ~.k~ 2n, n= O, 1, ••• ] then pis the image of some 
2 

element of etK. Suppose then that p E (A- D). Then p = inf (q/q > p, 

q ED}, and hence p = f(Vj) where j = inf [mlm EC, mis an endpoint 

of a complementary segment, and m > j}. Hence f(K) = A. It r.emains 

to show that f is continuous. 

Let Q be any open interval in A. Then there exist points a 

and bin A such that a and bare the endpoints of Q, a< b. Then 

c 1(a) and c 1(b) are elements of a,K and furthermore they belong to . 

the closureof f- 1(Q). For, if not, there exists an open interval 

contained in [(0,0), (1,0)] which contains f"" 1(a) fl, [(0,0), (1,0)] 

but contains no point of f- 1(Q). But it contains points of at least 

one element g of OIK which lies to the right of f- 1(a). Then f(g) 

is greater than a and less than every point of Q and hence a is not 

an endpoint of Q. Similarly, the same contradiction can be reached 
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Figure 2. 
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if it is.assumed that C 1 (b) does not belong to the closure of f- 1(Q). 

Hence f- 1(Q) is.open with respect to Kand therefore f is continuous. 

Thus f is a continuous one-to-one mapping of the elements of 

Q'K onto the arc A. It is clear that f maps open sets of elements 

of Cl'K onto open sets. Therefore f is a homeomorphism from Q'K to A 

and Q'K is an upper semi-continuous collection which is an arc with 

respect to its elements. 

Lemma. If J is a simple closed 

curve axbcyda such that the arcs axb 

and cyd of J are of diameter greater 

than 1, then there exists a continuum 

N equivalent to K, containing axb and 

cyd and lying wholly within or on J, 

and such that the arcs axy and cyd 

correspond, under the transformation 

TN, to the end elements of Q'K' and 

ev'ery element of OIN is of diameter 

greater than 1. 

>1 

>i 

Figure 3. 

Proof: Since the diameters of axb. and cyd are each greater 

than 1, there exist points p and q on the. arc cb and distinct from 

c and band points p' and q' on arc ad but distinct from a and d 

such that the distances from p top' and from q to q' are both greater 

than 1 (see Figure 3). Furthermore p precedes q in the order from 

c to band p 1 precedes qr in order from d to a, and if w a~d z are 

points of da and cb respectively such that the distance from w to z 



is less than or equal to 1 then w is between p' and qr on da anc;l z is 

between p and q on cb. 

Clearly then, there exists.a homeomorphic mapping h which. maps 

the rectangle R onto J so that h[(0,-1)] = c, h[(Orl)] = d, 

h[(l/3,l)J = p 1 , h[(2/3,l)J = q', h[(l,l)] = a, h[Cl,-1)] = b, 

h[(2/3,-l)J = q, and h[(l/3,-1)] = p, and such that h.maps the 

interior o.f R onto the interior of J. Then h(K) = N is.a continuum 

• homeomorphic to K, containing axb and cyd and lying wholly within 

or on J, and such that the arcs axb.and cyd correspond under the 

transformation to the end elements of erK. In addition, every ele

ment of QIN is of diameter greater than 1. The homeomorphism his 

the transformation TN of the lemma. 

Theorem: If k is any positive number, there exists an upper 

semi-continuous collection of continua filling the plane, all 

bounded, all of diameter greater thank, and no one separating the 

plane. 

Proof: Let y 1 and y2 be arcs of diameter greater than 1 which 

are subsets of M and M2 respectively. Let T denote a transforma· l 

tion. of the plane into itself which translates every point vertically 

upward through a distance of 3 units. Let T(K) = K1, T(y 1) = 131, 

and T(y 2) = 13 2" Let Ji denote the simple· closed curve composed of 

the arcs y 1 and 13 1 and the two vertical intervals whose endpoints 

are the endpoints of y 1 and 13' 1 , and let J 2 denote the simple closed 

curve formed in the same way using y 2 and. 13 2• Let N . ( i = 1 , 2) 
l. 

denote a continuum equivalent to K such that the end elements of N. 
1 
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are y. and 13. , and such that each element of el is of diameter 
1 :i. Ni 

greater t}:l.an 1, and all points of Ni ex;cept the points on Yi and ~i 

are within J 1 • Let H1 denote the union_ of the continua M1 ,and M2 

and all elements of Gl!K· bet~een, M1 and M2• Let H2 be the image of Hl 

under the translation T. Let Vi (i = 1, 2) be the union of the 

continuum Ni and the elements of OIK and aiI<1 which contain, y i · and 13 i. 

Let R denote the bounded complementary d·omain of the continuum 

S.uppose a collection of contim,1a H1, H2, ••• , Rn' v 1, v2, ... , 

V n has been defined- hav:f..ng; ,the following prop-e·reies: 

Property 1: Fer each k, (2 < k ~ n), Hk c RU v1 U .v2 and 

Vk c R U Hl U H2• 

·Property 2: For each 1 ~ i ~ n, Hi is the union of the ele

. me·nts of an upper semi-continuous collection, FR , such that ( 1) 
i 

each element of FR is of diameter .. .greater than l·,an1d is either a 
i 

.simple continuous arc or.a ·continuum equivalent to M, (2) FR. 
1 

is an. arc with respect to its elements, and (3) the end el_ements 

bf FR are elements of Fv and FV. For each 1 < i.~·n, Vi is the 
i · 1 · 2 

union of the elements of an upper. semi .. continuous collection, FV.' 
1 

such that (1) each element of FV is of diameter greater than· 1 and 
·i 

is either.an.arc or a continuum equivalent to M, (2) F is.an. arc 
vi 

with respect to its elements, and (3) the end elements of FV are 
i 

elements of FR and FR. 
1 2 
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Property 3: For each pair of values of i and J (1 ~ i ~ n, 

1 < J ::5. n), Hin Vj is an element of FH and Fv. If if j 
i j 

then Hin HJ = {I) and Vin Vj = {I). 

Property 4: (a) For ~ach bounded complementary domain D of 

k-1 
the continuum Xk-l = v1 U v2 U [ U Hi], k > 2, there exist pos.itive 

i=l 

integers i 0 and Jo (i0 < j 0 < k) such that the boundary of Dis a 

subset of v1 U V 2 U H. U H. • If 1 < k < n and Dk-l and D are 
1 D Jo 

compll;!mentary domains of ~-l such that Dk.l contains Hk' then 

i 0 . + J0 ::5. i 0 + j 0 , and each point p of Ok-l at a distance 
k .. 1 k-1 

greater than 1/(k - 1) from every p·oint of Hi is separated from 

Ok-1 

this continuum in Ok-1 by the continuum Hk. 

(b) For each bounded complementary domain O of the continuum 

k-1 
Yk-1 = H1 U H2 U [ U Vi]' k > 2, there exist two positive integers 

i=l 

io and Jo, (i0 <Jo< k), such that the boundary of O is a subset 

of the point set H1 U H2 U Vi U VJ • If 1 < k < n and Dk;..l and 
D D 

Dare complementary domains of Yk-l such that Dk;..l contains Vk, then 

i 0 + j 0 -~ 10 + J0 , and each point p of Dk-lat a distance 
. k;..l k;..l 

greater than 1/(k - 1) from every point of vi is separated from 
Ok..:.1 

this continuum in the domain Dk;..l by the continuum Vk. 

Property 5; For every 1 < i < n every component of Hi 

n 
and every component of Vi - k~/k is equivale·nt to H1 - (M1 lJ M2). 
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It is. clear that the set H1, H2, v1 , V 2 satisfies thes~ .five 

properties. In order to show inductively the existence of an infinite 

collection H1 , H2 , ••• ; v1 , v2 , ••• having these properties, it is 

necessary to exhibit an Hn+l and a Vn+l• 

Let O denote a bounded complementary domain of X = n n 

n 
V1 U v2 U [ U H1J such that if O is.any other bounded complementary 

i=l 

domain of Xn then i 0 + J0 ~ i 0 + J0 • 
n n 

Let e = i 0 • 
n 

By Theorem 3, 

Chapter II, there exists.a s:l,mpleclosed curve Jn enclosing He but 

not containing or enclosing.any point of any other continuumHj, 

1 ~· j ~ n, and, in.addition, such that every point within Jn is at 

a distance less than 1/n from some point.of He• For every 

l < t < n the arc of elements Fy contains an element Mtn such that 
t 

( 1) Mtn is equivalent to M and (2) if Qtn denotes the element common 

to FV and FR , then M and all elements of F between Mtn and 
t e tn Vt 

Qtn belong to On and to the interior of Jn. The continuum Mtn con-

tains an arc Ytn of diameter greater than 1 which, under a contin~ 

uous transformation of Mtn into M, goes into.a subset of M. Let S 

be the s.et of n .. 1 components 
n 

of On ~ U V • 
k=l k 

For each domain G 

of the set S there exist just two integers re and sc, rG < sG:5.n, 

such that y and y are on the boundary of G. Clearly there 
rGn sGn 

exist in G and within Jn two mutually exclusive arcs which together 

with y and y s n form a simple closed curve lying, except for the 
rGn G 
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arcs y and y , wholly in G. Let NG denote a continuum ~quivalent 
rGn sGn 

to K, such that every element of ~N 
G 

except the end elements y 
rGn 

and y is a point set of diameter greater than l lying wholly within 
sGn 

JG. Let Hn+l be the union of all the continua NG for each domain G 

n 
of the sets, together with UM .• 

i::::;:l in 

In an analogous manner Vn+l may be defined. Clearly, Hn+l 

and Vn+l are defined irt such away as to satisfy properties 1-5. 

Thus there exists an infinite collection of continua H1, H2, ••• ; 

v1 , v2 , ••• , such that for every positive integer n, n > 2, the 

subcollection H1 , H2, ••• , Hn, v1 , v2 , ••• , Vn has properties 1:..5. 

Property 4 implies that if pis any point of R not belonging 

to the continuum Hn' there exists an integer t such that Ht sep-

arates p from Hn in R. · To see that this is true, let p ER such that 

p (/. Hm and suppose m > 2. If the elements df FH , i ~ 1, 2, m, 
i 

and the elements of F , j · = 1, 2, are c.onsidere:d as the nondegenerate 
vj 

elements in a decomposition of E2 , then in the decomposition space 

formed oL these elements and all points of E2 not contained in one 

of them, FH. and FV. are arcs with respect to their element.s. 
. l J 

No 

two of the arcs FH. have an element in common, antf FV n F . = fl} 
1 l Vz 

For every pair of values of iand j, FH. n FV. is a single element. 
l . J 

Let .81, s2 , g3 , and g4 , denote respectively the elements which belong 

to FV n FH' F n FH ' FV n FH' and FV n F . Let 85 and 86 . l l v2 l 2 2 l H2 

denote the elements which belong to FH n FV and FH n F respectively. 
m .· l m v2 



elements in conunon. and, except for its terminal elements,· g5g6 is 

contained in the interior of the simple closed curve J formed by 

interior of J, which is the regio~ R, is the union of disjoint sets 

D1 , D2 , and g5g 6 - fg 5 ,g6}, where o1 denotes the interior of the 

simple closed curve g5g 1 g 2g 6 U g5g 6 and o2 is the interior of the 

simple closed curve g6g3g4g5 U g5g6 • Hence if the point p of R does 

not belong. to Hm then either p E D1 or p E D2 • 

Without loss of generality suppose p E o1 • Let k 0 be an inte= 

ger such tQ.at m < k • 
0 

H.) and suppose 
l. 

Dm is the complementary domain of Xk _ 1 such that Dmc D1 and the 
0 

boundary of. Dm is. a subset of .~ U. Hj U Vl U V2• 

p is separated from Hm in R by the continuum H .• 
J 

If p fl. D · then 
m 

Suppose then that 

p E Dm• This implies tl).at either p E Dm or p E Hj. 

If p E H j then by the way in which. the elements H1 are c;tefined 

in property 4 (a), there exists an integer k, k> m, k > j, such that 

if D is. any comp lem.entary domain of Xk= 1 then m + j < i 0 + j 0 and 

Hkc Dm• Then by definition of Hk, Hk separates p from Hm in R. 

If p E Dm then for some integer k, 1/(k = 1) < d, where 

d = g.Lb.fd Ix E ~,' dx denotes the distance from x top}, the com= . x .. 

plementary domain Dk-l of Xk ... 1 which is a subset of Dm and .whose 

· boundary is contained in Hm U Hs U V 1 U v2, is determined by the 

unique integersm ands where m <sand, if Dis any other comple-

mentary domain of Xkml then m + s < i 0 + j 0 • Then, by property 4 (a), 
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lik c: Dk-l and every point of Dk .. l whose distance from every. point of 

~ is greater than 1/(k - · 1) is sepa·rated- from Rm· by Hk. Therefore, 

if p E Dk .... l then· it is separated from Rm by Hk .and· if p i Dk.;.l then 

it is separated from, Hm by both Hk ·.and Hs. 

Thus, in the preceding paragraphs two· things J::iave been shown: 

(l) if pis. any point of Rand p't/. l\n, m > 2, then pis separated 
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from .l\n· in R by Ht for some integer t, and (2) if Hf and Hk are di.s

tinct continua then for some integer t, Ht separates H1 .from.Hk·in R. 

In a similar "'lay it can be shown that if m.= 1 or 2and pt/. Htit then 

pis separated from Hm inR. by Ht, for some integer t. Inan. analo

gous manner these same properties Gan be shown to hold for the contin1,1a 

Vi. In particular it Gan be shown that if p E R and p ,ti. V n then there 

exists. an· integer t such that Yt separates p fromVn iri.R. 

Letp denote.any point w\J.atsoever of R. Consider the collection 

Ari - [s.j S is a continuum which is a finite union of continua of the 

n 
form Hi or V., p </. S., Sc: U (Hi U v1 ), n > 2}. For eachn > 2, 

1 i=l 

there exi.sts a continuum S. · E An .. such that if S, E A · the-n S c S • · n · n n 

Let A.= [Sn/n.= 2, 3, ••• , SnE A.n}• For each Sn belonging. to A 

let Gnp denote the complementary d·omain of Sn which contains P• 

For any integer n 0 - ~ 2, the comp'lementary domain Gn p :is .bounded 
0 

by Hi U Hj U Vk U Vm' for integers i, j, k, m, each of which is less 

than or equal to n0 • The truth of this can be shown in the following 

way. Let Q = [HilHi c: Sn and Hi separates p fromH 1 in·R}. If 
·O 

Q,f Ill let Hq.denote the element of Q such that.if Hi E Q, i + q, 



then H separates Hi. from p. q If Q .. = n. then let H = H · Let .,, q 1 • 

T·= (HilHi c Sn .and Hi separates p from H2 in R}. If T·f !II let 
:0 

l:l.t c;lenote the element of T such that if Hi ET, if t, then Ht 

separates Hi fromp. Otherwise, if T. = !II, let Ht = H2• Let W = 

f.vilVi c Sn and Vi separates p from v1 in R}, If W f !II let Vw 
0 

deno·te· the element of W such that if V · E W · i f w, then V separates 'i. ' . w 

y1 from p. If W = !II, let Vw = v1• Let X = [VilVi c Sn and Vi 
·O 

sepa~ates p from V 2 in R}. If X f !II, let V x d'enote the element of 

X such that if v1 E X, if x, Vx separates Vi from p, Otherwise, 
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1 t V V For the contin\,la l:I. H V · and Y co,nsi.der the collec-e · x'=· 2• .q'. ·t, w' x 

tiC>ns FH, ;FH, Fv, and FV. Each of these collections is.an. arc 
. q t w x 

with respect to its elements and, if 81 = FH n Fv, 82 = FH n Fv • 
q w . q x 

83- = FH n FV , and 84·, = FHt n F Vw' then ~18283848 1 forl!ls a simple 
. t .· x 

clos·ed curve J with respect to· its elements. No· J;!Oint of Sn is 
. 0 

contained in the interior of J for if there·were then it woul~ con-

tradict the conditions on· Hq' Ht, Vw' and Vx•• In.addition, q, t, 

w, and x are. less than or equal to· n0 for otherwise H. U"· Ht U" v ... U Vx 
q '"' 

w·ould· no·t be· contained. in: Sn • Hence the interhr of J is a comple
. o 

· mentary d:omain· of Sn: • Cle-arly, p is contai·ned· in the interior of J 
0 

since. any -.uumption. that it does. not will contradict one of the 

conditions. placed upon Hq' Ht, Vw, or V~. 

interior of J. 

Therefore G ~s the 
nop 

Then. applying property 4, there· exist integers .q', t' , w • , and 

x• such that Hq, s,eparates. p from Hq, Ht 1 separates p fr0111 Ht, Vw 1 



separates p from V, and Vx, separates p from V. Let n1 be the w ·x 

maximum of the integers q' , tr , w r , and x r • Then the complementary 

domain G of S is bounded by a subset of Hq, U Ht I U Vw, U Vx, 
. n1P nl. 

Furthermore if n is an integer such that n .< n< n1 0 

then Gn pc Gnp c Gn p• H~nce there exists a subsequence G1, G2 , 
1 0 

of the set of domains of the form Gnp such that Gk+l c: Gk. 

Oo (lo 

Let Tp = n,Gk = n Gnp• Since Tp is the intersection of a 
k=l .n=2 · 

countable collection of compact sets with the above properties, Tp 

is a continuum. For every integer k, the boundary of Gk is a subset 

of Hi U Hj U Vm U Vn for positive integers i, j, m, and n, and the 

boundary contains at least one element df FH 
i 

Hence its boundary contains a subset of diameter .greater than 1. 

Therefore the domain Gk is of diameter greater than 1. Thus Tp is 

of· diameter greater than or equa 1 to .1. 

Let X =(Ip/PER}. In order for the collection X to be the 

desired decomposition of the domain R, it is necessary to show that 

the continua are disjoint and that the collection is upper semi-

continuous. 

To show that the continua are disjoint, let p and q be distinct 

Then either T 
p 

contains a point x. such that x (j, Tq or there exists a pointy E Tq 

such that y r/:. Tp• If x E Tp and. x r/:. Tq then there exists a qomain 

Gnq which contains Tq but such that x (/. Gnq• Then the complementary 

domain Gnx which contains xis distinct from Gnq and, by definition, 
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Tx c G. • Thus either x r/:. Tp or Tp· n T = {ll. In either case a con= ·· nx · · · q 

tradiction of the hypothesis results. Similarly the assumption that 

y E T and y r/:. Tp yields a contradiction. Therefore if p and q are 
q 

distinct points of R, either Tp = T or T n T = ,. q p q 

Let h E X and let M be any region containing. h. By definiti0n 

Oo 

h= n Gn where the domains Gn have·the properties defined above. 
k=l 

Then, there exists a dor:nain Gk of· this collection such that Gk c M, 

for, if not, one could exhibit a sequence of p.oints belonging to 

E2 -·Mand having a limit point in M. If pis any point of Gk, then 

by the way in which the elements of X are defined, the continuum of 

X which contains p is a subset of Gk. The ref ore, if k. E X, k f- h, 

and k n D f- {ll, then k c: D c M. Thus the· collection X is upper semi-

continuous. 

S.uppe.se there exists an element h E X such that R ~ h. = R1 U R2 

where R1: and R2 are mutually sep,arated. Then this implies that each 

of the domains which determine h separates R., Hence, according· to 

the i'7ay these dor:nains are defined, every domain containing h either 

intersects every Vi, i > 2, or every one intersects every Hi, i > 2o 

.But this is contrary.again to the way tn which these sets are defined 

since no point can belong to more t~an orte Hi or to more than one Vi 

·and since in each successive step of selecting the complementary 

domain which contains h, certain of the Hi and Vi were excluded from 

intersecting that domain. Thus no continuum belonging to X sepal:'ates 

R. 
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Therefore Xis an upper semi-continuous collection of continua 

filling up the domain R, each element of Xis of diameter greater 

than or equal t;o 1, and no element of X separates R. The domain R 

is bounded and its boundary is connected, hence R is homeomorphic 

with the interior of the unit circle [22, p. 161]. The interior of 

the unit circle is homeomorphic to E2 , therefore R is homeomorphic 

to· E2• In particular, if k is any positive number there exists a 

continuous one-to-one mapping f between the points of Rand E2 such 

that if x and. y are distinct points of R, the distance between f(x) 

and f(y) is greater thank times the .distance .from x to y in R. 

Obv·:l.ously the image under f of a continuum in R will be. a continuum 

in Ez and the collection of continua corresponding to X under the 

mapping·will be.an upper semi.:.continuous decomposition of E2 into 

continua no one of which separates the plane. Furthermore every 

element of the decomposition will be of diameter greater thank. 

It is of interest here to note that in a later paper (Duke 

Mathef!latical Journal, Vol. II, 1936, pp·. 10-17) Roberts proveq that 

there does not exist an upp,er semi-continuous collection G of arcs 

filling. the plane. Prior to that publication some believed that the 

previous example implied the existence of a decomposition of E2 into 

arcs. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OBTAINED FORE 
3 

lt was in 1925 that Moore proved t\lat an upper semi.;.continuous 

decomposition of E2 into continua which.did· not separateE2 formed 

, a decomp,osition space homeomorph-ic with E2• Dur.ing the n~xt ten 

· years sev·e.ral people were doiijg_ significant work on the theory of 

upper semi-continuous decompo.sitions but none of it p·e.·rtaine.d .d·irectly 

to E3_. In. an addre·ss. before the American Mathematical Society in 

1935, G. T. Whyburn· suggested· that there was a need to study wl;lat 

condit.ions on. an upper semi-continuous decomposition of E3 were 

sufficient for the associated decomp-ositio·n space to be topologic-

. ally_ E3 • 

It is known that Moore Is the or.em c;annot. be extended to E3 with .. 

· out some a-dditioi;ial restrictions. · The investigations are continuing 

and many question remain,unanswered. It is the aim.here to point 

out what has been accom~lished and to list some of the questions 

which have-yet to be answered. 

A simple example will show tl;i.at not every decomposition of E3 

will yield Ey Consider the decomposition whose only nondegenerate 

element is .. a circle. Certainly this is a decomposition of E3 · into 

contin':la which do not separate E3 • It is known, however, that not 

only- is E3. simply connected but it will remain so if a single point 
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is removed. The decomposition space which has been formed is also 

simply connected but it fails to remain so when the point corres

pondi,ng to the circle is removed [5]. It can be seen that this is 

the case since an open disk containing the circle is disconnected 

when the circle is removed. 

To show that a decomposition space is not topologically E3 it 

is best to find some simple property that is known for E3 which the 

space lacks. The alternate technique is to prove that there does 

. not exist a homeomorphism between the two spaces. This second 

method was used by Bing [3] to show that the space known as the 

lldogbone space 11 was topologically different from E3 • 1 t seems useful 

to give a brief description of the dogbone space here since it has 

been.a favorite counterexample for several theories on decomposi

tions of E3. 

Definition: An arc Jin E3 is tame if it has the following 

p·roperties at each point p E J. (1) For every e: > 0, there exists 

a 2-sphere K of diameter less thane: such that plies in the bounded 

complementary domain of Kand J n K is a set containing exactly one 

point when pis an endpoint and exactly two points when.pis not 

an endpoint. (2) An open subset of J containing plies on a disk 

in E3 • 

An arc which is not tame is said to be wild. Figure 4 is an 

illustration of an.arc in E3 which is not tame. It fails to satis

fy the first.property at the points p and q. 
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Figure 4. 

The dogbone space is a decomposition of E3 into points an.d tame 

.arcs. The way in which the tame arcs are formed is probably best 

described by use of a picture. Let T be a double solid torus, as 

shown in Figure 5, and in the interior of T place four double tori 

60 

T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 so that Ti is linked with Tj through their correspond

ing loops as indicated in the figure, and so. that if i =fo j, Ti n Tj = Jl). 

In each Ti are placed four double tori Til' Ti2 , T13 , Ti4 in the same 

way and the process is continued in this fashion. Then each com-

4 4 4 
ponent of T n ( U Ti) n ( U U 

i=l i=l j=l 
T .. ) n . • • is a tame arc and Bing 

l.J 

[3] has indicated that there are uncountably many of these. 

Once it was observed that the theorem of Moorers did not general-

ize to E3 , inquiries were begun to find what restrictions were nee-

essary in order that an upper semi-continuous decomposition of E3 

into continua which do not separate E3 will form a decomposition 

space topologically equivalent to E3 • Several theorems have been 
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Figure 5. 
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proved in this area and many unresolved questions remain to be explored. 

Some of the results which have been obtained will be stated and dis

cussed and some of the unsolved problems will be noted. 

Definition: A compact continuum g is starlike if it contains a 

point p such that for every line L through p, L n g is a line segmE?nt. 

Then the set g is said to be starlike with respect top. 

In order for a continuum to be starlike in E3 it must. be three 

dimensior;i.al and contain an interior point. The drawing in Figure 

6 (a) represents an ordinary cylinder plus its interior. This set 

of points is starlike since for any point pin the interior, any 

line through p will intersect the set in a line segment. In Figure 

6 ( b), the solid cube is star like with resp·ect to any point except 

(a) (b) 

'-- - -1--------

(c) ( d) 

Figure 6. 



those points which. lie on:an edge. Figures 6 (c) and 6 (d) repre-

sent surfaces in· E3 which are not starlik.e. The set of starlike 

continua in E3 includes.as a subset the set of all convex bodies in 

E3 , i.e., the set of convex sets which contain an interior point. 

Bing [SJ l;las proved the following theorem relative to thi_s. 

Theorem .1: · Suppose G is an.upper semi-continuous decomposition 

of E3 .such that G has only a .countable number of nondegenerate ele

. ments .and each is starlike. Then the decomposition -space G is 

top-ologically equivalent to E3 • 

A simple example of a decomposition such. as this can ~asily 

be defined. It is known that the set of points (x,y,z) in E3 , 

where. x, y, and z .are integers, is a countable collection. Suppose 

Sxyz is defined to be the set of points of E3 whose distance from 
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(x,y~z) is less than or equal to. 1/4. Then let K= [s / (x,.y,z) E E3 , xyz 

x, y, z are integers} be the collection of nondegenerate elements in 

, a decomposition of E3 • F.very element of K is a convex body and. 

hence the decomposition space so formed ts topologically E3 • 

In. a similar theorem, w. ~. Smythe, -Jr.· [21], has proved tl;lat 

if G i.s an upper s.emi.;.continuous d·e·composition of E whose nondegenern 

a.te elements are compact and strictly convex then the decomposition 

.. space is homeomorphic to En• A set C in Eri is strictly convex if 

every segment joining·two points of C is contained, except-possibly 

for its endpoints, in the interior of the se.t. As far as E:3 is co.n

cerned, Smythe•s theorem is a special case of Theorem 1. His theorem 

is more general in that it can be.applied to En for n > 3. 



From Theorem 1, one is led to inquire whether the theorem would 

also hold if the nondegenerate elements were merely convex continua. 

This question has been partially answered in a theorem proved by 

Louis F. McAuley [11]. He bas considered the case where G is an 

upper semi-continuous collection of straight line intervals and 

points filling up E3 and has proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: Suppose that G is an upper semi-continuous callee-

tion of straight line intervals and p·oints such that each member 

of the collection Hof all nondegenerate elements of G is parallel 

to at least one of a countable number of fixed lines 1 1 , 1 2 , 13 , •••• 

Then the decomposition space is topologically E3 • 

This theorem can be illustrated with an example such as the 

fallowing. Let 1 1 , 1 2 , ••• , 1 180 be a collection of lines in the 

yz;..plane such that Ln forms an angle of n degrees with the positive 

y-axis and contains the point (O~O,O). Let C be a cylinder defined 

by the equation y2 + z2 = 1. Let L', 1 < n,< 180, be.a collection 
n 

of lines on the cylinder G such that 11. is perpendicular to Ln at 
. n 

its. p,oint of intersection with C. for which the z coordim~te is 

greater than or equal to O and y -=f:. 1. Each pair Ln and L~ of inter

secting lines determines a plane Pn• For each n, let Sn= [s) sx is 

a segment of unit length which does not intersect the interior of C, 

sx cPn, sx is perpendicular to L~ at the point (x, sin n, cos n), 

180 
x = ©, 1, 1/2, ••• , 1/2n, ••• } (see Figure 7). Then H = U Sn is 

n=l 

the set of nondegenerate elements of a decomposition of E3 • Each 
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Figure 7. 

element of H. is parallel to one of the lines L . and no two of the 
n 

elements have a point inconuno~. For any element of Si there exists 

.a domain containing it which does not·intersect an element of Sj 
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for l: :/= i. Furthermor.e, for any eleme·nt of Si except s 0 , there exists 

. a doma:in, contain.ing it which intersects no o·ther element of Si. 

For the· elements 0 , every domain containing it contains infinitely 

· many of the- elements of s.1 • Let D be. any such d'oma.in and let 

A= fsx/ sx n D :/= !I), sx d:. D}. · The set A contains at most a f,inite 

number of elements of H. There exists a domain,D• containing s 0 

which does not intersect.an element of A. Then or n Dis a qomain 

conta-ining s 0 , (D 1 n D) c D, and if sx n (D• n D) f !!), then sx c D. 

Hence the collection of elements of His upper semi-continuous and 

according to Theorem: 2, the resulting decomposition space is topo-

logically. E3 • 



Four years prior to the publication of McAuley's theorem Bing 

[8] published the proof of a theorem which could be treated as a 

corollary to Theorem 2. · In it the nondegenerate elements of the 

decomposition were. all vertical intervals. 

E. Dyer and M.-E. Hamstrom [9, P• 116] have proved a theorem 

having to do with a decomposition whose nondegenerate elements. are 

compact continua in E3 • These are not restricted to being convex 

but as a special case the the.orem may also be applied to convex 

continua and will partially answer the question regarding convex 

continua. Their theorem is the following. one. 

Theorem 3: If G. is a decomposition of E3 into points and com

pact continua such that each continuum lies in a horizontal plane 

and does not separate that plane, then the decomposition space is 

topologiCrally equivalent to E3 • 

This theoremmakes it possible to consider decompositions in 

which the nondegenerate elements are closed· disks, curves, arcs, and 

other·continua so long as they each lie in.a horizontal plane. It 

has contributed toward varying.the types of decomposition elements 

that can be used, but the restriction of each element to a horizon

tal plane remains a hindrance. 

Two additional theorems of Bing's [8] cover some of the decom

positions one might wish to consider where the elements are not 

confined to a horizontal plane. They each impose another restriction 

. which is equally limiting, however. That is, to satisfy these 

theorems the collection of nondegenerate elements must be countable. 
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The theorems are these. 

Theorem 4: Let G. be an upper· semi-continuous decomposition 

of E3 into continua with the following properties: (a) theccpmple-

ment of each element of G is topologically equivalent to the cqmple

ment of.a point, (b) G. has only a countable number of nond~enerate 

elements, and (c) the union of the nondegenerate·elements is·the 

intersection· of a countable collection of open sets. Then· the 4ecom-

posi.tion space G. is topologically equivalent to E3 • 

Theorem 5: Suppose G is an uppe-r· semi-continuous decomposition 

of E3 , such that G· has only a count.able· number of nondegenerate el.e-

ments and each is a tame. arc. Then the decompo·sition space is 

topologically equivalent to E3 • 

The-example following Theorem 1 can. also- be used as .an example 

to illustrate Theorem .4. The dogbone sp·ace can be used to· shqw the 

: necessity for the: restriction·. to :countable collections in Theorem 

· .. 5. The set of nondegenex-ate elements in the dogbcme space is un-

countable and the decomposition space- is not homeomorphic to E3. 

The following example does satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5. 

Let S = [sis is rational, 1 < s < 2}. For each elements in 

S let Gs be a right circular cylind,er having its base on the 

xy.i.plane, the center of its base at (0,0,0), and the radius of its 

bases, and let the height.of Cs be two. Then· for every s.E s, 

let Rs be. a circular helix lying on Cs and described by the para-

. 1 
me-tric equations x = s(cot t), y = s(sin t), z = 2TI t. · Then if the 
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. setH= [Hsjs ES} is the set of nondegenerate elements of a decom= 

position of E3 , the conditions of Theorem 5 are met and therefore 

the space is homeomorphic to E3 • 

Another theorem regarding decompositions·with only a countable 

number of nondegenerate elements has been proved by Steve Armentrout 

[2]. His theorem places conditions on the decomposition space 

rather than on the decomposition elements which cause the space to 

be homeomorphic to E3• 

Theorem 6: Suppose G is an upper semi .. continuous decomposition 

of E3 into compact sets and that G has only countably ma,ny n.onde

generate elements. If the decomposition space S associated ~ith G 

is a separable metric space such that each point of S has an open 

neighborhood Vin S such that Vis homeomorphic to E3 , then Sis 

homeomorphic to E3 • 

Known Counterexamples 

In addition to the positive results that have been mentioned, 

some· negative results have also been obtained. That is, for some 

of the conjectures on upper semi~continuous decompositions, counter~ 

examples have been found. The first of these is, of course, the 

dogbone space. · It disproved the theory that. a decomposition for 

which the complement of any element was equivalent to the complement 

of a point in E3 would form a space homeomorphic to E3 • 

Bing [ 7] has described another decomposition of E3 which shows 

that having only a countable number of nondegenerate elements is 

not sufficient for the space to be homeomorphic to E3 • Each 
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nondegenirate element in this example is. an indecomposable ,,continuum 

formed 'by the intersection of a countable co,llection of solid tori 

inE3 • The nondegenerate elements are formed in the folhwin$ way. 

Let T0 be a solid round torus. In the interior of To are placed 

. two solid tori T00 and ',l'Ol' linked as shown in Figure 8. These are 

constructed so that the diameter of :r01 is less than half that of 

T0• The center axis of T00 lies in the same plane as the axis of 

T0 , while the axis of T01 is in. a plane. per.pen(:tic,ular to this one .• 

In the same manner as·T01 and T00 were constructed in T0 , construct 

Tow and T011 in TOi' i,= 1, 2, and continue in, this way. 

Let 

Y = T0 n < u Toi) n < u . u Toij) n < u u . u r 0 .. k) n 
i=O , 1 i=O , 1 j=O:, 1 · i=O , 1 j==O , 1 k=O , 1 i J 

Then the components of Y together wHh the points. of E3 - Y are the 

·elements c,f the decomposition G. J.Tsing the ternary representation 
! 

of the numbers of the Cantor set, .oa1 a2 ••• , where ai = 0 o·r 1, can 

be used to represent the component T0 n T0 n T.0 n • •.• • If the 
al 'a2 

ternary representation contains infinitely· many 11 s., then for some 
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integer .k, if j > k, aj = 1, and the tori in this sequence are defined 

in such.a way that their diameters form.a decreasing sequence of 

number& approaching .0. Hence their intersection is a point. There-

fore there exists only a countable number of nondegenerate elements 

in G. 

Bing proved that the space formed by the elements of G·was 

different from E3 by showing that there is an element in the decom-

position space which is not .contained in a small neighborhood bounded 
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by a 2-sphere. 

Bing [5] and McAuley [10] have each published examples of c:tecom

positions of E3 whose nondegenerate elements are straight line inter

vals. In each case it has been conjectured .that the re,sulting space 

is different from E3 • The examples are similar in that each consists 

of an uncountable collection of line segments formed by the inter

section of a collection of tubular neighborhoods and contained between 

a pair of horizontal planes. Whether or not a decomposition of E3 

into points and straight line. segments must necessarily yield a space 

equivalent to E3 seems to remain an open.question. 

Some Unanswered Questions 

Many questio.ns have been raised in regard to decompositions of 

E3 for which no published answer has been found. Some of these will 

be noted here. 

Question 1: Does there exist an upper semi-continuous decom

position of E3 into, at most, countably many disks and one 00point 

sets such that the decomposition space is not homeomorphic to E3 ? 

Question 2: Is it true that if G is an upper semi.;.continuous 

decomposition of E3 into straight-line intervals and one ... point sets, 

then the decomposition space is equivalent to E3 ? 

If the conjectures on the examples of Bing and McAuley men

tioned above are correct .then. a. negative answer can .be given to 

Question 2. In both examples there are uncountably many nondegenerate 

elements. It may be that in order to have an. affirmative answer to 



this question the set of nondegenerate elements will have to be 

countable • 

. J. H. Roberts showed that there was no upper semi-continuous 

decomposition of E2 into arcs. In connection with this one might 

ask the following que~tion. 

Question 3: Is there an upper semi-continuous decomposition 

of E3 into arcs? 

Questions have also been raised in related areas. Some work 

has been done on embedding decomp,ositions of E3 in E4 or E5 , and 

on the cross product of certain of the decomposition spaces w.ith E1 o 

It would appear tl:ian an expository paper on the work that has been 

done along. this line would be of value. 

The notion of equivalent decompositions has also been stuµied. 

The equivalence us.ed in this area is more restrictive than topologi= 

cal equivalence. A definition of it and a survey of the work that 

has been done in the.area can be found in 11Equivalent Decompositions 

of E3 11 by Steve Armentrout, Lloyd Lininger, and Donald Myer, Annals 

of Mathematics Studies, No. 60, Princeton University Press, 1966, 

PP• 27-31. 

Conclusion 
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The study of decompositions and decomposition spaces is valuable 

in furthering. the study .of topology in general. Many properties of 

a space can be more easily revealed·by using a decomposition of the 

space. Once two spaces are known to be topologically equivalent 



then topological propetties which hold in one space will also hold 

in the other. Perhaps when more is known a.bout the decomposition 

of Euclidean spaces of dimension higher than 3, more properties of 

these spaces ,will be revealed. 

1' 
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